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For many years, corporate bonds and mortgages on residential and nonresi-
dential properties have dominated the investment portfolios of life insurance
companies. Although the fractions have varied somewhat over time in re-
sponse to changing market conditions, the Life Insurance Fact Book (1 977)
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shows that corporate bonds have accoLinted for between 35% and 40% of a/l
assets in each of the last twenty-five years, and the share of mortgages has
ranged from 28% to 39%. But the reported assets of insurance companies in-
dude those in special accounts for pension plans, various miscellaneous assets
such as cash equivalents and office buildings not held primarily for investnlent
purposes, and policy loans available oritrar tually as a service to policyholders.
If these assets are eliniinated from the totals in order to focus on the disu--
lionary allocations of insurance company funds for Investment purposes in
their general accounts, mortgages and corporate bonds together have ac-
counted for upwards of 80% of life insurance company investments through-
out the period since post-World War II (as they did earlier). While investmentsin common stocks were generally growing over much of this period, common
stocks held in the general accounts have been less than 10% of the corre-
sponding volume of mortgages and corporate bonds held in every year except
1972.1 Similarly, direct investments in real estate have uniformly amounted to
considerably less than 5% of investments in mortgages and corporate bonds.

tile Insurance companies acquire virtually all of their mortgages and a very
large fraction of their corporate securities by way of forward commitment offunds made at currently determined rates some significant time before the
funds are actually disbursed and the assets go Onto the balance sheet. All cor-
porate' debt securities acquired through 'private placements" involve the for-ward commitment process, and such issues have typically represented over90% of all corporate bonds acquired by the ALIA's sample of 28 large life in-
surance companies3 except in years of severe recession.4 Ilie fraction ofmortgages involving forward commitment is even larger. Since 1960, the totalof bonds and mortgages acquired by these large companies through forward
commitments have typically averaged over 95% oI all the corporate bonds andmortgages they acquired. and the fraction was above 90% in almost everyquarter prior to the recent turbulent recession. Although smaller insurance
companies generally are less active in the forward commitment markets thanthese large companies, a large fraction of the industry-wide acquisitions ofbonds and mortgages has clearly been made by way of forward commitments.These assets acquired through the forward commitment process not onlydominate the overall investment portfolios of life insurance companies thesecompanies account for major parts of the total market demand for such securi-ties. Life insurance companies have acquired about four-fifths of all newprivately-placed Issues of corporate securities in most years of the postwar pe-rrod. Life insurance companies have also been important suppliers of funds formultifaniily and nonresidential mortgages arid they were major suppliers tothe 1 -4 family residential mortgage market until recent years when the yieldsavailable in this market became relatively less attractive8
A detailed study of the forward commitment decisions of life insurancecompanies thus forms an essential part of any effort to understand the overall
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investment policies of these major institutional investors and of their response
to changing interest rates and expectations of inflation in recent years. Such a
study should also contribute to our understanding of the functioning of the
markets for corporate debt and for both residential and nonresidential
mortgages. The present paper is addressed to these objectives.

A brief review of recent studies of life insurance company forward commit-
ment policies will provide a useful context and serve to focus some of the is-
sues which are of major concern in our own work.1 George Bishop1° recently
studied the response of life insurance company investments to changes in
monetary policy and the resulting changes in general credit market conditions
in the period 1965-70. He provides a very useful National Bureau-type dating
of the periods characterized by each of five monetary postures ranging from
extreme ease to severe restraint, and his broad-ranging analysis of tie re-
sponses of insurance company investments to these changes in market condi-
tions provides many valuable observations on the general policies followed by
these institutions. Three recent studies by Bisignano, Pesando,2 and Ribble1
provide essentially econometric investigations of the statistical regularities
shown in the aggregate commitment data for the industry, broken down by
type of property or loan underlying the commitment.4 Another recent study
by Jaffee5 focuses on life insurance companies' commitments for residential
mortgages as part of the residential market including the acquisitions of such
loans by other investors such as Mutual Savings Banks and Savings and Loan
Associations.

These studies adopt16 the now relatively standard "stock-adjustment"
model to explain insurance company forward commitments for each type of
irivestrrient. Desired future holdings of each asset (for instance, income proper-
ty mortgages) in dollars is made a linear function of the product of the current
commitment yield spreads against other assets and the expected future size of
the total portfolio of assets.17 The desired gross acquisitions (taking account of
those already held) is then made to depend on flows of repayments on the
existing stock and estimated increments of investible funds over a planning
horizon. Through the stock-adjustment mechanism, new commitments in turn
depend positively on desired gross acquisitions and negatively on the volume
of commitments outstanding at any given time.

These studies have established that current commitment yield differentials
between different types of assets (private placements, mortgage loans on
multifamily residential and nonresidential properties and one-to-four family
home mortgages) generally influence the relative allocation of new commit-
ments for these assets as expected by theory.8 This allocation between types
also responds as would be expected to the typical length of the commitment
period for each type of asset, and new commitments of each type are found to
respond strongly and positively to the current and expected future flows of in-
vestible funds. But while the effects of expected future flows and current yield
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spreads have been tested and confirmed, the possible effects of expected
changes in the general level of interest rates have simply been ignored in these
recent studies,'9 implicitly or explicitly.

At each point in the stock adjustment process, these studies have treated
the insurance companies as if they were making forward commitments in a

"spot market" rather than in a futures market. But the distinctive and essential
characteristic of a forward commitment is precisely that the lending institution
commits itself to lend specified amounts of funds at specified dates in the
future at fixed contractual rates of interest (and other credit terms) determined
at the time the commitment is made rather than at the later time when the
funds are drawn down. The relevant opportunitycost of any forward commit-
ment is clearly the return which would be realized on the future investment
which could have been made if the present forward commitment had not
been made. Other things being equal, the volume of new forward commit-
nlents being made at each point in time should depend inversely upon current
expectations of the future rates on alternative investments foregone if more
forward commitments are currently undertaken. Moreover, given evidence of
risk-aversion, the level of forward commitment votings should depend not
only on the expected values of these opportunity cost rates but also upon the
degree of confidence or uncertainty involved in these assessments of future
rates.

One of the present authors2° has developed a theoretical model of these es-
sential relationships in the context of a single investment period. The present
paper will generalize this theoretical structure to a more realistic and dynamic
setting involving multiple time periods. It will also summarize the evidence ob-
tained in a rather extensive and intensive set of field interviews with responsi-
ble investment officers in the industry regarding the role of interest rate ex-
pectations in the adjustment of their forward commitment positions and
policies in the inflationary period following 1965, and it will provide an econo-
metric analysis (on both a monthly and quarterly basis) of the forward commit-
ments made by life insurance companies over the turbulent twelve-year period
1965-1976. As background, Section I will fill in the general characteristics of
the markets in which life insurance companies make forward commitments.
Section II will describe the flow of investible funds in insurance companies to
motivate a simple static model of optimal forward commitment positions. Sec-
tion Ill develops a multiperiod analysis of target future asset distributions and
of the adjustment of the scale of new commitment votings to changing condi-
tions and expectations, taking account of the constraints imposed on their re-actions to new conditions and assessments by the institutional decision-
making structure of the companies themselves, and their relations with certainsuppliers and intermediaries. Section IV reports our field evidence regarding
the impact of interest rate expectations on forward commitment activity2 and
presents the results of our statistical analysis bf aggregated industry-wide data.
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The time period over which the forward commitment is outstanding before
the actual funds are disbursed varies from under a month to two or three years

n- or more, depending on the type of investment and other circumstances. Corn-

in rriitments to purchase mortgages on existing homes are usually outstanding

ng less than three months, while commitments for mortgages on new homes gen-

nd erally run from six to twelve months to cover the period of construction. The

ta. length of commitments for mortgages on apartment and office buildings, shop-

Section V summarizes the general conclusions and suggests some of the
broader implications of our work.

El] GENERM CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MARKETS IN WHICH UFE
INSURANCE COMPANIES MAKE FORWARD COMMITMENTS

James O'Leary has provided the classic definition of a forward commitment:

A forward investment commitment is a binding agreement on the part of a lend-
ing institution to make available a given amount of funds, upon given credit ternis,
at specified dates or over an agreed-on period of time. . .The agreement gives the

interest rate, maturity, redemption privileges, and so forth, and sets forth a schedule
of disbursement or "take-down" of the funds. Whether it is written or oral, the
lender regards it as morally binding, and the borrower, too, is obligated.22

The fact that forward commitments typically bird the lender to advance
specified amounts of funds at fixed contractual rates of interest determined at
the time the commitment is made rather than at the later time when the funds
are drawn down distinguishes these commitments from lines of credit as well
as the longer-term loans of commercial banks, which often involve floating
rates that vary with changes in the prime or some other base rate. The fact that
the borrower obtaining a forward commitment is also obligated to take down
the funds in the agreed amounts2> further distinguishes forward commitments
from the "lines of credit" common in commercial bank lending which merely
give the potential borrower a "call" upon any amount of credit up to a stated
maximum at any time over a specified period. In making forward commit-
ments, as in granting lines of credit, the lender mLlst act in the face of uncer-
tainty regarding the volume of investible funds he will have available to dis-
charge his obligation when the funds are to be drawn down. Finally, the fact
that forward commitments specify rates set when the commitment is made,
rather than when the funds are disbursed, also makes the essential portfolio
decision one between currently known rates and the uncertain rates which will
be available at some considerable time in the future.

Commitment Duration
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ping centers and industrial and commercial projects generally runs from two to
perhaps four years, in order to allow for long construction peiiuds of such pro-
jects. Advance conimitments to industrial borrowers for directly-placed SCcuri-
ties are often outstanding for only one to three months, but may involve prear-
ranged schedules of disbursements over as much as a year or so; and if
arranged to finance toll roads, pipeline construction or the purchase of a large
stock of heavy equipment, commitments may again be outstanding for three
or four years before all the funds are finally drawn down.24

Advantages for Borrowers

The use of forward commitments has substantial advantages for borrowers. If a
potential borrower knows that he will need a certain amount of funds at some
given time in the future, arranging an advance commitment from a lender to
provide the funds will substantially reduce his risks that they may not he avail-able when they are needed. Also, since the rate and other terms are set when
the commitment is made, obtaining a forward commitment insures the bor-rower against an increase in market rates to the time the funds are drawndown.25 In addition, borrowers directly placing their securities with lendersthrough the forward commitment process will avoid the additional costs, in-cluding legal expenses and registration fees, involved in preparing to registerand clear a public issue with the S.E.C. Significant underwriting expenses on apublic issue are also avoided.Th Each of these considerations, alone or in corn-bination, are sufficient to insure that the demands of risk-averse borrowers forforward commitments will be a declining function of the rate of interest speci-fied in the commitment contract, other things being 2

When advantageous, borrowers can arrange a flexible schedule for drawingdown the funds as needed over a considerable period rather than being con-strained to a single bulky public issue, and they have the further advantage ofbeing able to negotiate repayment schedules and the other restrictive cove-riants of the loan in ways peculiarly fitted to their own situations and pro-spects, rather than being forced into the rather
standardized provisions of thetypical public issue. Shapiro and Wolf have also persuasively argued that for amajor group of industrial borrowers28 these advantages substantially outweighthe higher nominal interest charges on pnivitely placed issues as comparedwith rates on pLiblic issues. In adthtion, many borrowers, whose relatively weakfinancial position would not qualify for credit via public issues with relativelystandardized terms and conditions, are enabled to get funds through forwardcommitments for private

placements because of the opportunity for the lenderto negotiate special
restrictive covenants in the loan contract which reduce therisks to prudent levels. Moreover, borrowers on privately placed issues ar-ranged through forward commitments can anticipate on the basis of experi-ence that if conditions change in unexpected and adverse ways during the life
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of tim loan, terms and conditions can be renegotiated much more convenient-
ly and flexibly when dealing w Lii a single kridei (or a siiiall number at ijst)
rather than with the trustees of a widely held public issue.

These advantages of convenience, avoided expense, risk reduction and flexi-
bility which industrial borrowers gain from lenders' forward commttmeflts to
advance funds on privately placed Sec unties are more than matched by tim ad-
vantages of forward commitments to rnotl gage borrowers. For many of the lat-
ter, obtaining an advance guarantee of funds becomes essential, not just a
matter of convenienre, risk reduction and monetary advantage. Consider the
important cases of residential developments, apartnlents, office buildings and
shopping centers. The development and construction loans are usually ad-
vanced by other short-term lenders such as commercial banks, but generally
only on tim condition that a long-term lender has already made a torward
commitment (before construction starts) to make the permanent mortgage on
the property after completion.2' Similar considerations apply to the financing of
the new construction of single-family residences, and we also observe that
mortgage hankers which specialize in originating loans on existing properties as
well as new construction usually will not assume the risks of long-term lending
and consequently also require forward commitments of pernlanent lenders be-
fore proceeding.

Attractions to Lenders

The prevalence of forward commitments can he explained not only by these
considerations of economic advantage (or virtual necessity) to the borrowers.
but also by various advantages accruing to the lenders making the advance
commitments. As jones succinctly observes: life insurance companies partici-
pate in issuing forward commitments because they are peculiarly able to do so,
and it pays" Most life insurance companies are large in an absolute sense in
comparison with most other financial institutions. Their net cash inflow of
funds for private placernents and market investments together are not only
very large, hut have been considerably more stable (even after allowing for
non-discretionary policy loans) than those of most other institutional investors
because of the more heavily contractual nature of their inflows. Except for per-
ods of unusual turbulence, such as 1966, 1968-70, and 1973-74, insurance
companies have been able to make reasonably accurate projections of their
future investible funds positions and the vf'ry bulk of the rec1uirecl nvestnu'nh
has encouraged a posture of arranging to acquire mortgages and other loans
well in advance of the actual disbursement of the funds. By making forward
commitments, they can carry through the whole investment process of selec-
tion and negotiation in a much more orderly way which largely circumvents
any need to place large amounts of funds ri limited periods of time in a Iossi-
hly unreceptive market.
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Since the rate on funds later advanced on forward commitments is almost al-
ways fixed at the time of the commitment, the insurance company aku very
importantly is able to pin down a known rate on the funds committed for
future delivery instead of having to rely on the uncertain rate which will alter-
natively he available on any open market purchase at time of delivery We
find this consideration of risk-avoidance although largely ignored and surely
never emphasized in earlier studies, to be one of the most important and fun-
damental reasons by lenders such as life insurance companies to engage in
making forward commitments. Indeed, if a certain sum of money will have to
be invested at a given future time either through (a) the disbursement of fundsat a known rate under a forward commitment or (hi the direct purchase of
publicly issued securities at an uncertain yield expected to he high as the rate
of commitment even a small degree of risk-aversion would lead to the place-
ment of all of the funds in the "forward' market through advance commit-ment) (As shown below, Insurance companies do not in fact place all theirfunds in forward commitments because of uncertainty regarding the flow of in-
vestible funds which will be available in the future and its negative covariancewith future interest rates, as well as considerations of relative demands forfunds in different markets_hut the opportunity to pin down a known rate onthe funds committed is nevertheless one of the primary advantages of forwardcommitments for life insurance companies. These other considerations aremerely partial offsets.)

A third advantage accruing to lenders from engaging in the market for for-
ward commitments is that it enables them to tap very large outlets for their in-vestment funds which would otherwise he closed to them. As we have seen,much of the entire nlortgage marketand all mortgages on larger units of newconstruction simply reqolres (because of the borrowers' constraints) thatfunds be advanced on a forward commitment basis. By providing forwardcommitments, life insurance companies are able to broaden the range of bor-rowers to whom they can lend. This facilitates the placement of large massesof investible funds and provides the well-known and very real advantages ofgreater diversification in their total investment portfolios.Clearly it does "pay" for life insurance companies to make large fractions oftheir total investments in the forward

commitment markets because theythereby are able to create more efficient and more fully diversified portfolioswith larger risk-adjusted retLirns than would otherwise he available to them.This single statement subsumes all the separate advantages of forward com-mitment activity for life
Insurance companies. From an analytical standpointthere is no need, as several studies14 have done, to cite evidence of persistentpositive yield differentialsis of rates being charged on forward commitmentsover contemporaneous open market rates as direct proof that forward com-mitments "pay." indeed, such comparisons are misspecified and may he vemisleading. They are misspecified because the alternative to committing the
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funds today at a hxed rate or tuture delivery is to invest/commit the funds ai
some future date at a presently uncertain rate. Clearly, whether or not 'it pays"
depends upon the spread between the forward commitment rate and the ex-
pected spot rates in the future after appropriate allowance 1or risk. Compari-
Sons of the forward commitment rate and current spot rates are not directly
relevant.

The persistently positive yield spreads cited are also misleading if they arc
understood to demonstrate that forward commitment activity 'pays" for life
insurance companies because of non-competitive returns due to market
power or bargaining advantages. It is clear from our field work and other evi-
dence that insurance company managements are (i) risk-averse investors who
are uncertain at any given time, (ii) about the interest rates which will be avail-
able in the future, and (iii) about how large their relevant flows of investih!e
funds will turn out to he, and that (iv) they are well aware of the negative co-
variance between the availability of investible funds and changes in interest
rates.36 A companion paper develops rigorous proofs that these conditions are
sufficient to insure that, other things equal,r (a) the fraction of its expected in-
vestible funds which every insurance company_will allocate to forward com-
mitments is a rising function of the spread (ç - i,,) between the rate currently
available on forward commitments and the expected future market rate; and
(b) with significant negative covariarices, this yield spread must be substantially
positive in order to induce any company to commit a large fraction (say 90% or
more) of its irivestible funds to forward commitments. It follows that, however
uninhibited the competition between suppliers of commitments and however
large their number, the great bulk of their aggregate investible funds will be al-
located to the commitment market instead of the alternative public new issue
market only if commitment rates are significantly higher than expected market
rates. Borrower's demands for commitments at any time are of course a declin-
ing function of this yield spread, but historically the intersections of the declin-
ing demand curves with the rising supply curve has brought forth a volume of
new commitments which is consistently very large relative to the expected
volume of investible funds.18 This analysis of the position and shape of the sup-

ply curve for forward commitments consequently shows that the yield spread
between forward commitment rates and expected future spot market rates
would have to be positive, even under the most purely competitive conditions
in the forward commitment market. Consequently, the presence of continu-
ously positive spreads over the relevant public issue rates does not necessarily
imply that lenders in the forward commitment market are realizing more than
purely competitwe returns in this market through the exercise of super bargain-
ing. Although there may be other more direct evidence of "market power" and
of returns greater than those which would be available in perfectly competitive
markets, the existence and persistence of positive yield differentials per se is
not probative evidence of such a situation.
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Fill CHARACTER1STICS OF FLOWS OF INVESTIBLE FUNDS, AND A
SIMPLE MODE OF THE SCAEE OF FORWARD COMMITMENT
STOCKS AND VOTINGS

To set the context for our specific analysis of company behavior
With respect

to forward commitments themselves, we need first to examine the
characterjstics of the major cash flows which determine the volume of

irivestibje funds
available to support any level of forward commitments which

may have been
undertaken.

Flows of Investible Funds

The cash flows through a life insurance company during any rlterval of time,such as a month, quarter, or year, can be conveniently summarized in a cash
flow statement in the following form:

Uses Sources

(81) Increase in policy loans

(Cl) Net increase in cash and short-
term securities

(D) Cash flow available for invest-
merits

(Al) Excess of premiums" over benefit
payments, expenses and taxes

)A2) Net investment income
Regular mortgage amortization
Scheduled bond maturities

Mortgage prepaynients in lull
Calls of securities

Sales of long-term securities and
other assets

Net increase in borros'ing

Because of the necessary accounting balance between the two sides of thestatement, the volume of cash flow or funds currently available for investmentin the period can appropriately be regarded as determined by the algebraicsum of all the other elements.
To facilitate analysis, we have coded these otherentries into three separate groups with significantly distinctive characteristics.40The four items marked (A) in the exhibit are the largest and relatively moststable sources of investment funds for the

insurance companies, They are alsolargely beyond control over limited periods, since any discretionary or policy'actions management might take will affet them significantly only over futureintervals measured in years, not months or quarters. Premium receipts andbenefit payments are largely determined by policies already outstanding, andgiven the long-term character of most insurance company investments and thefact most carry fixed interest rates, net investment income is siniirly deter-mined within rather narrow limits by the assets on hand at the beginning of
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any period.4 Regular amortization of mortgage princ!pa! and scheduled
maturities of bonds also provide substantial IloWs of funds for investment
whtch are correspondingly stable because of their contractual character.4
These (A) items provide the ballast for the ship in fund-flow terms, and their
sum has been both massive arid relatively stable even during the turbulent
markets of the last twelve years. Over this period, data from the ALIA show
that the sum of these (A) items has represented 68% or more of the total cash
flow available for market investments (item D) in each year, and there were
only two years (1966 and 1969) over the entire twelve year period through
1 976 when the total of the industry's (A) items fell below that of the previous
year; in both cases the decline was only about S55 million or less than Q5%,44
and was followed by a much larger positive gain in the following year in both
instances. The sum of (A) items in absolute terms grew rather slowly over the
late 1960's, but has grown more rapidly on average since 1 970.

Generally speaking, the (B) items were also relatively stable until the
mid-1960's. But in more recent years, the (B) items have generally become
much more volatile and have often shown relatively large variations from year-
to-year or even quarter-to-quarter in response to economic conditions and
fluctuations in interest rates. Moreover, each of these items shares the charac-
teristics of responding almost entirely to the decisions of borrowers so that
they are not subject to any effective control by the insurance companies.

Mortgage prepayments in full decline in periods of tight money because the
induced decline in housing starts contributes to a reduction in the turnover of
existing properties, and these processes reverse when money eases. Similarly,
calls of securities usually reflect the efforts of corporations to reduce their in-
terest costs by refunding existing debts at more favorable rates,46 or their ef-
forts to improve their balance sheets by paying off debt or substituting equity
for debt; some calls (contingency sinking funds) are triggered by loan provi-
sions permitting or requiring payments when the borrower's earnings are un-
usually high. Changing conditions of relative ease or tightness in the capital
markets, the level of current rates relative to that on original issues, and other
exogenous factors have a strong effect on the volume of retirements before
maturity. In the period of tight money in 1966. for instance, the combined vol-
ume of discretionary mortgage repayments and called securities declined by
nearly 30% from their level in 1965, and continued to fall in every year to 1971
with declines of 15%-20% in both 1969 and 1970. After exceeding previous
peaks by 1972, there was another decline of 25% by 1974. These declines
were each on the order of 5% of the prior year's total of all cash flows available
for investment.

But the largest fluctuations in recent years have corrie from variations in the
levels of policy loans. Outstanding policies with cash values give the policy-
holder the right to borrow against the loan value of his policy at a fixed rate, set
at 5% or 6% in a preponderence of existing contracts7 As market rates rose
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above this level, the volume of policy loans has risen sharply and heconic quite
variable as interest rates and other (IrCumStdfl es relevant to the l)Qrr()5ver
have changed. In the initial round of tight money in 1 966, for nstafl((' thu net
increase in policy loans was nearly three times as large as in 1965; after falling
about a third in 1967 during easier money markets, the net increase in polky
loans nearly tripled again by 1969; and after falling over 60% to 1972 they
tripled to an historically high rate by 1 974, only to fall by 50% with easier
money conditions in 1975. On several occasions within the period, the year-
to-year increase in policy loans outstanding amounted to from 4% to 7% of the
prior year's total cash flow of investible funds available for discretionary

invest-
ments. Policy loans alone accounted for well over hail of the 14% net decline
in funds for discretionary investment between 1968 and 1 969.'

In total, the (B) items amounted to $3,077 million in 1965 (over one-sixth of
all investible funds) but involved a net outflow of over $600 million in 1969
and 1970. By 1972 they had recovered to a $2,654 million inflow, but fell to a
mere $59 million in 1974. By 1976, they had risen to only $1,877 million, sub.
stantially below their levels in 1965. The absolute year-to-year change in the
total of the (B) items averaged $1,106 million over this period, and reached ahigh of $2,563 million.

It will be convenient to refer to the sum of the (A) items and the (B) items to-
gether as the exogenous cash flow'° of the company (or industry aggregate),
since none of the items in this summation is subject to any appreciable control
or influence by the company in the short run. In contrast, the increases or de-creases in the other non-investment accounts Elabeled (C) in our sources and
uses statementi are very much subject to current discretionary decisionsmonth-by-month and quarter-by-quarter. The way in which managementchooses to exercise its discretion over these other accounts," however, willdepend on certain longer run policy considerations, on the character of the im-balances which are currently developing between flows in the other accounts,and in particular, on the imbalances between the net inflows from all (A) and
(B) accounts taken together relative to the aggregate outflows of investmentsfunds in the current period required to satisfy all the forward commitmentsContracts made earlier for takedown in the current period.

We have seen that the volume of exogenous cash inflow available in anyperiod may turn out to differ significantly from the volume previously realizedor expected, and that these exogenous flows of investible funds vary stronglyand inversely with interest rates and conditions in the financial markets. Wehave also observed the dominant role of acquisitions from earlier forward corn-rnitments for mortgages and corporate debt in insurance companies' totalholdings of these assets, and the dominance of these assets in their overall in-vestment portfolios.s1 While companies in some cases have some limited flex-ibility in arranging for borrowers to move UI) or defer the dates on which pre-viously commited loans are drawn down, much the largest part of all long-term
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investments made in a given month or quarter have been predetermined by
the forward commitments made at earlier times for disbursement in the current
period. Our earlier form of sources and uses statenient ignored this considera-
tion and made it appear that current investment outlays and the set of net
changes in the discretionary (C) accounts must he balanced against the ex-
ogenous fund flows. But for purposes of revealing the balancing adjustments
required between current investment decisions for current disbursement
(within the current month or quarter) and the concurrent set of increases or
decreases in other non-long-term-investment accounts, the earlier statement
should be modified by subtracting current disbursements on previously out-
standing forward commitments from both sides. Retaining each of our earlier
(C) entries, we now have:

Uses Sources

(C1 Net increase in cash and short-
term securities

(ND) Long term investments net of
disbursements on prior com-
mitments

where (NX) is the (algebraic) sum of all the earlier (A) and (B) items less current
disbursements on previously outstanding forward commitments.

In normal times, sales of securities will simply be incident to the replacement
of some publicly traded bonds or stocks with othersas part of each company's
efforts to hold attractive subportfolios of these securities as a part of their over-
all asset mix,2 but since insurance companies are long-term investors, their
turnover rates even in these subportfolios have been relatively low until rather
recently when portfolios of marketable securities have been more actively
managed in ar effort to upgrade quality or improve yields. But given our con-
cern with forward commitment policy, it must be observed that such trading
of existing assets merely involves balancing increases in (C2) and (ND), with no
effect on the critical (NX) entry. Net borrowing has traditionally been minimal,
and cash balances have been held essentially as transaction balances. Most of
the funds needed as a 'buffer stock" against adverse surprises in the flows of
other funds have, of course, been held in short term earning assets rather than
cash.

As long-term investors with an historical aversion to borrowing (except to
even out intra-year seasonal factors), any unexpected inc:ease in (NX) will
typically be used first to pay down any outstanding commercial bank loans
and/or to restore depleted balances of cash and short-term securities to normal
working levels; any excess s'ill either he invested in long-terni publicly issued
bonds to the extent that their yields are relatively attractive, or "warehoused"

(NX) "Jet exogenous cash inflows (see text)

(C2i Sales of long-term securities and
other assets

C3( Net increase in bank borrowing
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a

in additional cash and short-term securities in anticipation of tuture oppor
tunities to make higher yielding forward commitments. Forward (ornnhjt
ments with early take-down dates may also be increased. When, however, the
exogenous sum of (A) and (B) items shows previously unexpected strength
over a succession of periods, the level and growth of such flows expected in
the future will generally be raised. Since the outstanding forward commitments
will not reflect these new expectations, pro-forma projections of expected net
uncommitted exogenous cash flows at each of the relevant interv,ils in the
planning horizon will become larger than previously intended levels, and the
volume of new forward commitments made for longer periods to take-dos%'n
will be increased until an appropriate set of levels of expected future (NX
values has been restored.

Unexpected declines in exogenous cash flows may create more serious
problems, since the outstanding stock of forward commitments due to be
drawn down in the current period will have been geared to earlier expecta-
tions of the flows of investible funds for that period. Companies generally plan
to maintain some margin of safety in the form of positive expected values of
(NX) in each future period (after netting scheduled take-downs of outstanding
forward commitments against expected values of exogenous cash flows), so
that most fluctuations in exogenous cash flows merely involve variations in the
size of positive values of (NX). On several occasions since 1965, however, ex
ogenous cash inflows have fallen short of funds required to satisfy earlier for-
ward commitments, and (NX) has turned sharply negative. The first and most
dramatic occasion was in the credit crunch of 1966 when there was a large un-
anticipated increase in policy loans and a decline in the other (B) elements.
Given little margin in liquid assets and strong aversion to borrowing, the short-
fall in (NX) in the second quarter of 1966 was met by a record sa!e of
$1,200 million of securities (all in the one quarter) which provided about 25%
of the funds required to satisfy the forward commitments previously made for
take-down at this time.4 (To keep perspective, however, it should be noted
that even this extraordinary peak sales was only on the order of 1 .5% of all cor-
porate and government securities in the portfolio.)

In all other pressure periods in the ensuing decade much more moderate ad-
justments were needed in security sales,ss in part because with more perceived
uncertainty in exogenous fund flows the pace of forward commitments had
been adjusted to provide larger margins of safety in the form of larger expected
values of (NX). The turbulence of 1966-69 also led to a marked increase in the
normal or moving-average "trend" size of the "buffer stocks" of funds held incash and short-term securities. Another enduring change brought out in ourfield work involves attitudes toward borrowing. Before 1965, life insurance
companies held closely to the traditional view that the industry should confineitself to investing the savings of policyholders; while borrowing was availableas an extraordinary source of funds, its use was held to a minimum. With the
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added pressures and uncertainties after 1965, attitudes toward borrowing
have somewhat loosened; lines of credit at commercial banks have been es-
tabhshed and used more freely for seasonal needs. Most companies still con-
tinue to try to avoid having to show any debt on year-end balance sheets,'
but our field interviews indicated that some companies have been moving
away from this traditional aversion to debt. Indeed, a few seem to have moved
rather far toward a posture in which moderate amounts of borrowing will be
undertaken quite freely (eveo over year-end dates) to average out the errors in
forecasting investible funds over a longer period of time and a few insurance
companies have actually issued bonds in recent years. This operating policy, of
course, involves holding commitments enough below expected investible
funds in future periods to permit the repayment of the debt. But such action by
these companies more freely using debt does not differ in any essential way
from the operating patterns of other companies. All companies will reduce
new commitments in future periods below the levels they would otherwise
have had following a period in which investible funds have fallen significantly
short of previously forecast levels.

Some Simple Models of Forward Commitments

This analysis of the flows of investible funds through life insurance companies
-St clearly suggests that the volume of forward commitments they will want to

have outstanding at any point in time for take-down during any given interval
ts. of time in the future will depend significantly upon (a) the exogenous cash
rt- flow currently expected during that future time interval. (b) the rate available
of on forward commitments compared with the expected value of the "oppor-

5% tunity cost" rate on alternative investments, and (c) their reactions as risk-
for averse investors to the uncertainties inherent in their current assessments of

ted both the relevant future flows of investible funds and the alternative invest-
or- ment rate. A previous paper'7 forma!ized these relationships in some simple

models pertaining to a single forecast period, assuming that managements
ad- were risk-averse58 with respect to the levels of the companies' investment in-
ed comes. Since the other models we introduce later build upon and generalize

had this work, a brief summary will be useful for convenient reference.
ed

the
d in
our This first model assumes that there is only a single type of forward commit-
nce ment, and that calendar time is divided into a series of non-overlapping dis-
fine crete intervals or periods, with no carryover of outstanding commitments from

able one period to the next. Ail forward conimitments are made at the beginning of
the any period and all are taken down at the end. The rate of interest available on

Optimal Stocks of Forward Commitments
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forward commitments is known and certain at the beginning of the period. Ex-
ogenous cash flows of investible funds bccome available at the end of the peri-
od and are used to cover take-downs of commitments, with any excess cash
flow invested in the public market. At the beginning of the period, both the
amount of investible funds which will prove to be available, and the rate at
which any residual can be invested in the public market at the end of the peri-
od, are normally-distributed random variables. We use the following notation:

F uncertain size of the exogenous cash flow that will he available for in-
vestment at the end of the period.
the rate of interest currently available on funds committed now for
delivery at the end of the period.
the uncertain rate at which funds for immediate delivery may be in-
vested at the end of the period.

K the amount of funds committed at the beginning of the period for for-
ward delivery at the end of the period.

Ythe size of the investment income stream produced, beginning at the
end of the period, by the current decision regarding forward commit-
ments.

V r, F the expected values of the indicated variables.
Vp,, V, V the variances of the indicated variables.

covariance between Fand '

OIV,, the slope of regression of investible funds on the market interest
rate.

U(V the utility function of the lending institution that exhibits risk aversion,
i.e.,U(Y)=J(J/y> U'(Y)=aZ(J/y <0.
- U" Y)IU'( Y), the Pratt-Arrow coefficient of absolute risk aversion.

The random amount of investment income realized from a total investment
of SF, including $K committed in advance, will be

Y=Kr+(FKt?'
S

With no penalty costs for shortfalls, the expected value and variance of Ybe-
come

Y=(r(r)K+7+c,f
and

= K2Vr - 2Ko,,, + V,.

which reduces to

V = (K2 - 2KF)V, - 2Kro +

From the standard mean-variance model of portfolio theory, it follows that the
optimal stock of forward commitments is given by
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The optimal beginning-of-period slock of outstanding forward commit-
ments for take-down at the end of the period is thus a positive function of
(i) the expected value of the exogenous flow of investible funds at take-down
time, F, and of hi) the 'commitment premium ratio: (ç - r)/V,." But since, as
observed earlier, movements of F around its trend values are strongly and in-
verselycorrelaterj with changes in market rates, the value of /3 will be negative.
Equation (4) thus also shows that optimal stocks of forward commitments K
will vary inversely with (iii) the absolute size of the negative /3 value, (iv) the
level of expected market rates r at the end of the period, as well as lv) the
degree of risk-aversion y.. and (vi) the degree of uncertainty V, in assessments
of future rates (through the commitment premium ratio). It should be noted
that the effects of given increases in commitment rates will be smaller at
times of greater uncertainty in assessments of future rates, since r enters the
equation only in the commitment premium term.

The companion paper shows that explicit allowance for financial penalty
costs incurredEo when available investible funds fall short of the volume of for-
ward commitments being drawn down will reduce'1 the volume of forward
commitments K that would otherwise be optimal under any given set of cir-
cumstances, but that the pattern of dependencies between K and the other
variables remains the same in all essential respects.b2

To this point, the model has assumed for simplicity that the companies
acted with a given degree of (absolute) risk-aversion with respect to the level
of the flow of investment income provided by their investments, but with the
growth of group insurance there is evidence that companies have generally be-
come much more concerned with their "new money rate"the yield per dol-
lar of total investments being made. The companion paper1' shows that the re-
sults of the previous model again carry over in all essential respects except that
the decision variable becomes the ratio of the optimal stock of forward com-
mitments to the expected value of the flow of investih!e funds which will be
available at take-down time. Specifically, in addition to the definitions of varia-
bles and specifications of the forward commitment problem used above, !et

y Y,'F, the average rate of return earned on all investments made at the end of
the period, i.e., the new-money rate.

v, the expected value and variance of y.
h K/F, the fraction of total funds expected to he available for investment and

which are committed in advance.
U(Y) the company's (nisk-averse utility function over the average rate of return

on all funds invested.
A the company's measure of proportionate (or "relative") risk-aversion.
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Then, the linearized express!on64 for the optimal forward COmmitment
pos.

Lion at the beginning of the period is

çr -
(5) h =KVF=i +---ff3r

Ày,

Once again the optima! fraction of expected flows of irlvestjbje
funds "aries

directly with the commitment premium ratio, and also inversely with the .
pected market rate r (because / is always negative) and the

current degree of
uncertainty regarding this future rate.

In view of the dominant concern of insurance executives with
the rate of re.

turn on their new investments, equation (5) will provide the base for our later
analysis. This form of the criterion has the further advantage of being
homogeneous of degree zero, a form commonly used in

econometric work oninvestment portfolios.

Optimal New Forward Commitment Votings

These models have dealt with only a single time period to focus simply on the
optimal stock of forward commitments desired at the beginning for take-down
at the end, relative to the beginning-of-period expectations (and uncertainties)
regarding what the flows of investible funds and market rates will be at take-
down time. In practice, many forward commitments will be made for take-
down after more than one period. If we let a subscript r represent the current
decision date and r + 1 represent the end of the current period, we may letK, denote the carryover65 stock of forward commitments previously made
for take-down at r + 1. and c, represent the new foRvard commitments votedat time 'r for take-down at r + 1 will be

K, = K,_1 + C,

Correspondingly, K,5 of the investible funds expected at r + 1 vi!l havealready been committed. Consequently, our equation (5) for optimal stocks of
forward commitments K,, after subtracting K,1 from both sides of the equa-tion, implies that optimal new commitments will satisfy the. following equa-tion:

- K K,1 K,1c;iç
--=---+F,.1

r+1 )tV,

All our previous Conclusions regarding the effects of current commitmentrates and expectations (and uncertainties) regarding future market rates and in-vestible fund flows on optimal stocks of forward commitments thus applyequally to decisions on new forward commitments votings after allowing for
carryover stocks of such commitments already outstanding.
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[liii DETERMINATION OF TARGET ASSET PORTFOUOS AND
ADJUSTMENTS TO CHANGING CONDITIONS AND
EXPECTATIONS

Target Portfolios Dktributions

When the Life Insurance Association of America described the investment pro-
cess in life insurance companies for the Commission on Money and Credit,1' it
noted that Finance Committees make their decisions "on the broad allocation
of funds. . . with a view toward maintaining the desired portfolio balance or
moving toward some desired target asset distribution."7 The target distribu-
tion of different types of assets in insurance company Portfolios clearly reflects
the long-term character of most of their liabilities as well as the more usual
concerns with relative risks and returns on different assets.

Life insurance companies need to have a relatively large fraction of their total
assets invested in long-term obligations or real estate in order that the
weighted-average "duration" of their assets may more nearly match the long
weighted-average futurity of their liabilities to policyholders.68 In effect, this re-
flects the generally accepted principle that long-term assets should be held by
financial institutions whose liabilities are essentially long term in character,
while others such as commercial banks with predominately short-term
liabilities should concentrate their investments in shorter-term instruments.
However, the duration of the menu of available investment outlets is such that
it is almost impossible for life insurance companies actually to hold a portfolio
of assets whose weighted average duration wil! be as long as needed to match
the corresponding duration of their contractual liabilities, at least with respect
to the very !arge fraction of their total assets representing the "whole life" part
of their business. Since there are substantial costs and long-term risks involved
in any such failure to match the duration of assets and liabilities, it is necessary
to allow for any such discrepancies in assessing the overall utility function of
company managements.

Apart from these concerns with the duration of their assets, managements
are also of course seeking to obtain the best available returns on their invested
funds after making appropriate allowance for their risk-averse dislike for the tin-
certainty of these returns. Given a choice between two sets of assets with
equivalent uncertainty of return and duration, management will choose the set
with the higher expected return. And given another choice between two sets
of assets with equal expected returns and duration, the set with the lower un-
certainty of return will be chosen.

All the principle results needed to set the determination of forward commit-
ments in the context of the determination of a company's optimal overall port-
folio of assets may be most conveniently obtained from a simple mean-
variance model of portfolio balance after allowing for the added disutility of
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any imbalance in asset-durations Formally, we may consequently
represent

the company's objective function for the selection of the best mIX of portfo)j0
assets as the effort to niaxinhize the

criterion 1J( !J, - IY)

where

> 0, reflecting the preference for expected portfolio return;

au
< 0, reflecting the aversion to risk; and

au
> 0, reflecting the preference for having portfolios which Will flfljfl7( the

shortfall between the duration of the assets held l)elow the (lLJIatjon of
liabilities to policyholders.70

The maximization of (8) is consequently equivalent to the nlaxirnization of

Q= y,, - Ai,/2 + 60,

subject to the constraint

d,=1

where

the fraction of the total portfolio allocated to and held in the 1th asset,
n the number of different portfolio assets being considered,
A thecoefficient of proportionate risk-aversion, as in section II, and
6 the premium for an additional year of portfolio duration.71

The terms in (8) and (9) are given by:

(ha) y=',ci
(hlb)

(lic)

where

the uncertain return on the 1th
asset

the expected return on the th
asset

the covarjance of the returns y and y, iwhere ir will now replesent the
variance of the return on the 11h asset itself)

D. the duration of the return on the 1th asset.

To maximize the objective Q in equation (9) subject to the adding up" Coil-
traint (10), we form the Lagrangian

(12) L=0_.AV/2 +8D(1 -
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and set its derivatives with respect to each of the n assets and the shadow
value" simultaneously equal to zero. After using (11). this indicates that the
optimal portfolio mix over all n assets will be given by the set of the values of d,
which simultaneously satisfy the n equations

t13a

where 'v has the value which insures that

(13h)

so that the sum of the percentage allocations c will add up to unity in accor-
dance with the original constraint (10). The resulting value of i can be shown
to measure the marginal certainty-equivalent value to the company of having a
small additional amount of funds to invest and n this sense is a marginal risk-
adjusted "hurdle-rate" which provides a bench-mark from which to measure
the comparative advantages of each of its alternative investment outlets.'2

We should also observe that since the term in parentheses in equation (1 3a)
is simply the covariance of the 1th assets' return with the return on the entire
portfolio cr, this important equation can be written in the simpler form

(13a') + SD, Xfff, =O

and the optional target allocation can be determined equally well from solving
this equation subject to (1 3b).

These 'portfolio balance" equations, as usual, make the target fraction of all
assets d, invested in any particular type of instrument vary directly with its own
expected yield y, and inversely to its marginal contribution to the overall risk
of the company's entire asset F)ortfohio.73 But, we also observe that, if other
things are equal or balance out, a larger fraction of assets will be invested in as-
sets with longer durations. There is a premium measured by the symbol on
the weighted average futurity of all the cash flows from an asset.74 If risk con-
siderations are neutral, companies will prefer assets with longer maturities to
those with shorter maturity offering the same expected rettirn, and indeed will
be willing to sacrifice some expected return in order to gain the greater contri-
bution which the longer lived asset will make to the balance between the
futurities of its assets and liabilities. In short, our equations indicate the best
possible mixture of assets for a company to plan to hold will be one in which
the proportions of different assets have been adjusted to the point where the
marginal risk-and-cJurat,on_adjjjeçJ portfolio returns on all assets are equal-
ized. But this characteristic of the optimal phanned portfolio must not obscure
the fact that there is a separate equation like (1 3a) for each asset in the port-
folio, all solved simultaneously, so that the optimal Proportions d' for each as-
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set will depend upon its expected returns, marginal portfolio rk iuiid (lLJraton

all considered relative to those of the other assets in the portfolio

This model of the determination of the optimal mix of assets effectively cap.

tures the interplay between the preferences of life insurance COIflP1fl cc for

higher expected returns and their evident concern with having the aI)propriite
weighted average maturity or duration of assets in their portfolio is well as
theií aversion to risk and unertainty of return. Although this model

retains

most of the simplicity of the portfolio models usually found in the literature it

differs very significantly in its content and implications because of the explicit
inclusion of the company's duration-preference" in its objective function and
the consequent appearance of a maturity premium in the optimizing equa-
tions (1 3). Moreover, the explicit inclusion of a company's 'duration prefer.
ence" identifies the relevant returns in this model of optimal portfolio structure
as the yields to maturity (or more precisely the duration-yields( of the assets in
question, and not the much shorter 'holding-period" yields of a month or a

quarter which have more usually been emphasized in the recent acaderpic
'portfolio theory" literature which has been concerned almost exclusively with
stock markets and equity portfolios per se. These important features of our
model clearly correspond to the objectivesand the thinkingof the life in
surance investment officers whose behavior we are modelling. Not only do
they give great weight to the maturities of their assets, hut they are observed
to be primarily concerned with the yields-to-matLlrity of their assets and judge
both the cxpcctcd returns and the risks of each of their investment possibilities
in these ternis. It is because of their fundamental concern with matching the
duration of assets to the duration of the liability claims against them that com-

panies are essentially concerned with the rates of return on any feasible set of
asset holdings which will he realized over this Ioner horizon. Moreover, itis
their concern to match the futurity of their assets to their liabilities, combined
with the relatively long duration of their liabilities, which leads companies to
hold very large fractions of their total assets in bonds, mortgages. and other
long-term assets.

The Planning Process and Adjustment of New Commitments to Changing
Conditions and Expectations

The investment planning process builds upon forecasts of the exogenous cash
inflows lthe sums of the (A) and (B) items on p. 6041 which will become avail-
able for and require investment over a planning period extending several years
into the future.7 Generally these forecasts will provide separate estimates for
each of the next several months, and then for a few quarterly intervals, with
semiannual or annual estimates further in the future. FoRvard projections ot the
total assets of the company at various future dates in the planning period are
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prepared by adding the cumulated cash inflows expected to the existing asset
base after allowing for that part of the inflow which represents repayments of
assets currently held. These estimates of future total asset levels are then com-
bined with the company's desired target asset Proportions, which embody its
long-run investment policy and assessments of future conditions as described
above, to determine desired target levels of balance sheet holdings of broad
classes of mortgages and bonds and other assets at different dates in the
future. On the basis of these forecasts of desired target stocks of different
types of assets at the relevant future dates, and of the expected (largely ex-
ogenous) inflows of investible funds (including repayments), the companies
develop time-schedules of planned gross acquisitions of each major type of
long-term asset over the next several months, quarters or semiannual periods
extending at least three or four years in the future. Finally, for assets subject to
the forward commitment process, these planned schedules of gross acquisi-
tioris by type are adjusted in the planning tables to allow for the expected
take-downs in each period of the existing stocks of outstanding commitments.
These planning schedules of desired gross acquisitions and scheduled take-
downs of existing commitments of each type over the relevant future'7 time
periods then become the basis for budgeted authorizations to the respective
investment divisions of the company to proceed to negotiate new forward
commitments for the assets desired.

As conditions change and new information affecting expectations of future
flows of irivestible funds and interest rates becomes available, these planning
tables and schedules of budgeted authorizations for new commitments will be
revised and updated, usually at monthly or quarterly intervals. Also, manage-
ments in practice establish their budgeted authorizations for new forward
commitments of each type after making certain allowances for institutional in-
flexihilities and the uncertainties involved in their projections of fund flows
which will be described later. But given the primary concern of the paper with
the response of the aggregate forward commitment positions of life insurance
companies and especially their votings of new commitments to their expecta-
tions of future interest rates and market conditions, it is important to observe
that, on the basis of any given set of expectations, the aggregate of all new for-
ward commitments planned for take-down over any given future period, to-
gether with those already outstanding which will be drawn down in the
period, depends very simply on the aggregate inflow of exogenous investible
funds expected over this period. For definiteness, consider some target plan-
ning date H periods (months or quarters) in the future, and let

A1 the present amount of total assets at time t.
expected total assets at the target date Hperiods in the future.

A,+H desired book investment in the i asset at time I + H.
d desired proportion of A1 to be held in the ?h asset.
A,1 E current book investment in the 1th asset.
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K,, outstanding commitments for the r" aSset S( hi'duled for
take-do55 be-

tween time: and -e H.

C,, new commitments for the i'' asset made in period z.

C,,+k new commitments for the r'' asset to he made in period + k, where o <
H.

Ce exogenous cash flows expected in period + k. where 0 < k <
exogenous flow of investible funds at timc' t [the sum of the (A)

and 8items on p. 604 abovel.
Rk the expected value of the sum of mortgage amortizat)n

prepaynlents
maturities and calls of securities [items (A3), A4), (B2) and (B3)

°fl P. 604! inperiod + k.
R,+k the expected return of principal through amortization, etc. On the i' assetat time + k.

The desired balance sheet investment in the jF asset at time ( 4. II, condi-
tional on the expected total assets at that time will be

A, ,, =

where the desired proportion d, to be held in the jth asset will depend upon its
expected return, its marginal portfolio risk and its duration, all taken relative to
those of other assets, as shown above. The expected assets H periods in the
future will be equal to the present assets A, plus the exogenous flows in the in-
terim less that part of this exogenous flow which

represents repayments or re-
tirenients of all types of assets already held:

=
+

- R,

Next we observe that the total amount of new commitments which will be
needed between the present time and the future time t + H will be equal to
the excess of the desired future holding over the present stock of any asset less
the amount of already outstanding commitments plus the amount of addition-
al commitments required to make up for repayments on existing holdings:

k=?l

I ç A,,,1 - A,, - K, + I

II now we rearrange and sum over all assets which involve forward commit-
ments, adding a term (dp) to represent the expected purchases of "otherassets," we have

(17> I,(K,, +1 C + Idp)e = I dA, - IA - I I R.

=A;'I,A +IR),
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Consequently, after substituting from equation (15), we have finally

,(K, ± C, I + (dp)' = -. R ) ± R , = . F,
k=() k=f)

which was to be established.
We now observe that this sum of cash inflows to the end of any forecast

period will be an increasing function of both the current level of cash flows F;
and the expected rate of growth of this inflow. This will be true for each of the
forecast intervals relevant to current investment and forward commitment de-
cisions. Moreover, after allowing for the different lead-times" involved in dif-
ferent types of forward commitrnents and the different stocks of commit-
ments already outstanding at any time, it follows from (18) that the ratio of a!!
new forward commitments desired at any time Ito the current rate of investi-
ble funds inflows will vary inversely with the outstanding stock of forward
commitments previously made and directlywith the currently expected rate of
growth of new investible funds:

Cff, = ((CR, K X)

where

the desired (target) dollar volume of new commitments in the current r'
period for future take-down.

CR, the currently expected rate of growth in the flow of investible funds F;, and
K represents other relevant determinants.

Although the volume of new forward commitments actually made can be
expected to track the scale of desired new commitments as just specified
reasonably well, there are several reasons to expect that they will not do so
exactly. Apart from mere random differences, there will he deviations because
most forward commitments involve a significant period of investigation and
negotiation of mutually satisfactory terms and provisions of the final loan
agreements. The volume of negotiations underway at any time will be substan-
tially correlated with the volume of new commitments currently being made
which induces a correlation of commitments made in any short period with
those made in previous periods. In addition, and most important, there are sig-
nificant internal and external (market) intlexibilitjes which attach avoidable
costs to any rapid change in the pace of new commitment activity. Companies
have separate mortgage and bond departments, each with several groups of
skilled and experienced professionals with special knowledge and market con-
tacts relevant to their particular type of forward commitment. For instance, the
mortgage department may be divided into sections responsible for single
family loans, multifamily residential properties, industrial and cornniercial
mortgages, and farm mortgages, and the bond department will have a group
specializing in large, longer-term commitments for private placements. Any
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marked changes in the general pace of activities in any of these
divisjonç Witha year or so would involve heavy explicit and 'opporturiit" costs'

[ath otthese (relatively) large and (relatively) specialized groups of staff
Personnelmust be given a reasonably steady flow of work for both morale and
efficic0considerations, and this source of inflexibility is substantially

comi)ounded btheir dependence on whole networks of mortgage and
investment bankeN orbranch offices and other contacts for the supply of each type of loan. If an)company were to sharply cut back its volume of Commitments

through a sup.
plier, the correspondent would have to seek out other institutional outlets andwould then be less likely to satisfy the given company's renewed larger de-mands at a later date. These considerations taken together mean that oaverage the actual pace of new forward commitment

votings will be aweighted average of the target level specified earlier in equation (19) and the
average actual pace of new commitment activity over the last six months orSo:

20) C1/F1 (C/F,) + (1 - a(C/F,) o < <1
where C7/F is determined by equation (19), and

average doflar amount of new commitment votings over the previous si ortwelve months.

Finally, as previously noted, our summary description of the forward com-mitment planning process (pp. 616-617) is modified in practke by introduc.
ing judgmental allowances for the unavoidable uncertainties surrounding anyestimates of data projected very far into the future. With due allowance fortlievarying degrees of flexibility the company will have in subsequently adjustingits different types of forward commitment to the levels which are later desired,

each Finance Committee will authorize new commitments at any time which
together with those already outstancJiiig will total up over all departments to
somewhat less than those which would be required if its current expectations
and expected values of future total assets and exogenous cash flows were infact to be realized. In effect, relative to its current best estimates of the future,the Finance Committee carries an 'uncommitted reserve" of expected ex-ogenous cash flows at each point in time which will be available for later dis-position if its earlier estimates turn out to be realized or exceeded. Since more
Unanticipated events can occur in a longer than in a shorter period, these at-lowances for the uncertainties in estimates of future fund flows will almost al-ways be greater than those regarding conditions in the nearer term future. Inpractice, insurance companies maintain a relatively "fully committed" posturein terms of the fund flows they expect to have available over limited periodssuch as one to perhaps three months into the future, but they generally maintam Increasing

overall margins of slack in their overall commitment positionswith respect to more distant draw-dovn dates and horizons, Commitments
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such as those for newly constructed income properties, and others subject to
long lead times and greater institutional inflexibility, will of course be budgeted
relatively close to target levels determined by their desired share of expected
assets two years or more ahead, and most of the uncommitted overall reserves
over these longer horizons will take the form of commitments still to be
authorized for private placements (arid other industrial loans) having shorter
take-down intervals. These procedures enable the company to avoid many of
the costly and difficult shorter-term adjustments in later periods that would
otherwise be required whenever exogenous cash flows turned out to he sig-
nificantly below current expectations. They also enable the companies to
make more flexible adjustments to changing market conditions than would
otherwise be possihleY

An Alternative Model of Optimal Forward Commitment Votings

All these considerations and practices suggest that the response of new for-
ward commitment votings to interest rate expectations of insurance company
managements may be somewhat richer and more complex than encompassed
in the simple models introduced earlier on pp. 609-612. These models were
derived on the assumption that any exogenous fund flows not required to dis-
charge forward commitments "maturing" at a given date would be invested in
new long-term public issues at that time,1° and both the expected value 7 and
the variance term V, involved this rate. But allowance for the fact that the vol-
ume of new commitments C being voted at any time will include commit-
ments with longeras well as shorterterm periods to take-down, and the
fact that larger margins of slack (relative to expected flows of investible funds)
are maintained for longer take-down horizons both indicate that the relevant
uncertain "opportunity cost' rate in forward commitment decisions may often
be the rate at which forward commitments themselves can he made at the
later target date rather than the rate then available in the public market. More-
over, the fact that insurance companies as a matter of policy have long main-
tained such a large fraction of their total assets in instruments obtained by
means of forward commitments strengthens this presumption. On this inter-
pretation, the derivation of equation (7) on p. 612 above is substantially un-
changed,82 but the and V. in the "forward commitment premium ratio"

- 7)! V, must be redefined to measure the expected rate which will be avail-
able on new forward commitments made later and the uncertainty involved in
the current assessments of what this uncertain later rate will he. Other things
equal in this model, the relevant commitment premium ratio, and consequent-
ly the volume of new commitments being voted at any time t, vary inversely
with both the expected future commitment rate and the uncertainty currently
nvolved in its a5sessment. Our following econometric analysis will test the
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performance of this 'future commitment rate" version of the basic
model as

well as the original "market rate" formulation, making use of the
adjustment

equations (19) and (20) in each case.

[IV] EVIDENCE ON ADJUSTMENTS TO CHANGING CONDITIONS SAND
INTEREST RATE EXPECTATIONS

Evidence from Field Work and Direct Interviews

Some useful background evidence regarding the effects of expectations of
changes in general levels of interest rates and future funds flows (as well as the
effects of the uncertainties surrounding these expectations) on the forward
commitment decisions of life insurance companies was provided by the rather
extensive field interviews undertaken as part of this study.83 It will be con-
venient to summarize these findings before turning to the statistical analysis of
the industry-wide data.

We found no evidence in our field interviews and studies of the data of indi-
vidual companies that there was any significant adjustment of overall forward
commitment positions during the first half of the 1 960's in response to interest
rate expectations. Until the latter part of 1 965, each of these !ife ir.surance
companies determined the overa!I level of their new commitments period b'
period with predominant emphasis on the gaps between anticipated investible
funds in future periods and the volume of existing commitments which would
be drawn down at corresponding times from these prospectively available
funds.64 During this period, interest rates were relatively low and stable, infla-
tion was no problem, and there were no significant profits to he expected from
shifting the timing of new investment commitments between periods on the
basis of any relatively weak expectations of general changes in the levels of
market rates85

The increased level arid volatility of interest rates in the second half of the I
l960's, however, led four of the five companies interviewed in most depth to
make rather large adjustments in their overall forward commitment positions in s

response to the changes they expected at different times in the general levels rr

of interest rates. The fifth company also varied its commitment position on the I'.
basis of its interest rate expectations, but as a matter of policy its adjustments ii
were limited to no more than 10% either way throughout the period. Following e
the unexpected increases in interest rates in late 1965 and 1966, three of these ri
companies stepped up their new forward commitment activity very substan- f
tially in response to their expectations that interest rates were about to de- tu
dine, and two of the three raised their commitment positions again in late
1967 and 1968 when the renewed increase in rates was once more believed to c(

622 John I.intner. Thonus Piper and Pet(r Fortij,1



as be temporary. Altogether, the increases were enough to raise the stocks of
ment outstanding commitments in the companies by from 50% to 100% relative to

their fund flows. A fourth company which had not responded to interest rate
forecasts in 1966 also substantially increased its forward commitment position
in 1967:3-1968:2 as a result of its belief that interest rates would decline. In
late 1968 and much of 1969, new forward commitment activity was generally

AND
being reduced quite rapidly as high and rising interest rates reduced exogenous
fund inflows while outstanding stocks of commitments were still heavy, but
there is also some evidence that at least three companies accelerated their re-
ductions in new commitment activity relative to their expected flows of in-
vestible funds because of their expectations that interest rates would increase

ins of further.8
as the The companies which had made the larger increases in their forward corn-
nward mitment positions, however, found that such temporal concentration of their
rather investment activity had strained the capacity of their staffs and field networks

e con- to generate investment opportunities and evaluate them effectively, and the
ysis of companies which had later sharply cut back their new commitment votings

subsequently had some difficulty restoring their position in the new commit-
of mdi- ment market after their backlogs had been worked off. Moreover, following
orward the costly errors which had been made in 1966 and early 1968 in betting
nterest heavily on forecasts of interest rate declines, all the companies had developed
urance a sharply increased awareness of the uncertainties involved in forecasting
nod by future interest rate movements. This greater awareness of the chances of error
estible in such forecasts, along with the greater appreciation of the institutional inflexi-
would bilities mentioned earlier, by the early 1970's led the companies generally to

vailable adopt formal policy limitations on the extent to which commitment positions
e, inf a- could be adjusted to accommodate expected changes in levels of interest
ed from rate s.87

on the In the five companies studied in most depth, during the latter part of the
evels of decade 1965-1975 such adjustments were limited to 10-15% or less of the

otherwise normal ratio of commitments to expected flows of investible
If of the funds. While the companies which had most actively varied their commit-
epth to ment positions in earlier years had thus returned to relatively more stable
itmons in strategies geared predominately to expected new inflows of investible funds,

ral levels most companies interviewed (including the six others examined less intensive-

n on the ly) continued to make some adjustments in these ratios on the basis of their

stments interest rate expectations throughout the period studied. Our field work, how-

ollowing ever, was unable to distinguish clearly between responses to expected move-

of these ments in market rates and those involving changes in expected levels of

substafl returns which would be available on new commitments themselves in the

to de- future.

in in late Our field work also revealed a very marked awareness of, and growing con-

lieved to cern with, the strongly adverse effects of both high and increasing interest

tLIIC
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rates on the volume of investible funds themselves, as discusseci
above

pp. 605-607. The induced incieases in nondiscretionary policy lOans
and re

ductions in prepayments on other existing assets Ithe (B) items
above] had

sharply reduced the cash flow effectively available for forward
comnjtments

as well as other discretionary investments, and there was of Course
a vivid ap-

preciation of the fact that lower and falling interest rates, whenever
they migiit

realized, would have correspondingly favorable effects On their
exogenousfund flows. These responses of investible funds to interest rates are picked

u
in the f37" term in our model, and our field work clearly

suggests a Strong and
continuing significance for this aspect of the relation of interest

rate expecta.
tions to forward commitment activity throughout the period studied [yen
though the companies had reduced the extent to which forward commitment
ratios would be varied on the basis of interest rate expectations directly, they
continued to make significant changes in these commitment ratios on the basic
of their expectations of the relative size of prospective future flows of investi.
ble funds, and our field work indicated that these

assessments Continued tobe
significantly influenced by interest rate expectations.

Statistical Analysis of Industry Data

Our statistical analysis is based on the theoretical model of the optimal or tar-
get ratio of new forward commitment votings to current rates of flows of in-
vestible funds given in equation (7) above,89 as modified in equation (19) to a!-
low for expectations of future growth in the flows of investible funds (and
hence in the target future stocks of balance sheet assets), as well as the factthat many forward commitments will not be taken down for many months orcalendar quarters in the future. After equation (7) and (19) are substituted into
(20) to allow for the institutional rigidities and reaction costs involved in the
decision-making and planning process for forward commitments, we arrive atthe equations actually fitted in our statistical work:

ç (r0 r\ K11 -- C1,-= a0 + a J+ a2 + a3 CR1 - a4 r +
c + Utt V,y

J r1
r1

(+)

and

-.C, = b6 + F + b1 ! + b2 K11
(+) (+) ()

+ b3 F + b4 r' F + b5 c, +

(+) () (+)
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The theoretically expected sign is given just below each coefficient, and all
variables are as defined earlier, except that we now write r for the expected
future value of the 'opportunity cost" rate as assessed at time t and V, for its
ex ante variance, while ?i'and ''are of course random error terms.

These equations were fitted to data covering all the forward commitment
activity of the life insurance industry on both a monthly and a quarterly basis
for the period running from January 1965 through March 1976. We concen-
trate our statistical analysis on the aggregate new commitment votings by the
life Insurance industry over time because of our primary focus in this study on
the role of interest rate expectations on forward commitment activity. (It will
be recal led from pp. 597-593 above that the role of these expectations was
the 'missing link" in previous studies which focussed on the effects of such
factors as the relative yields and the differing backlog positions and take-down
patterns of different types of commitments on the volume of new forward
commitments made for residential income property mortgages, private place-
rnents, etc.) Given our concern here with the role of yield expectations on ag-
gregate commitment activity, we do not need to introduce a separate term for
the "duration preference" of the companies (see pp. 613-616 above) into
our equations (21) and (22).

Before presenting the empirical results it will be useful to specify the content
of each series used in estimating the regression equations and to comment
briefly on the way certain methodological issues were handled.

ç is the aggregate of all new forward commitments entered into in the current
month, estimated for the entire industry from reports to the AUA by com-
panies holding about 8O% of all industry assets.

r, is the weighted average rate on all new commitments made in the month.
ALIA data showing the rate and dollar volume for separate types' of com-
mitments were used, the weights being the ratio of the volume of each type
to ç.

K is the aggregate outstanding stock of forward commitments at the beginning
of the tth month. If the data for stocks outstanding at the end of the prior
month were used, it would be necessary to estimate separate equations to
allow both for cancellations during the month and for the previously out-
standing commitments drawn down during the month. To avoid these prob-
lems, we measured the relevant K..1 by K, - C,, i.e., the actual stock at the
end of the current month less the new commitments added during the
month.

is the flow of exogenous investible funds in the t" month. Since (unlike all
the preceding dat& ALIA surveys provide only quarterly figures on the flows
of investible funds, we had the choice (taken by other studies) of aggregat-
ing all series to quarterly levels and using the measured cash flow data, or of
maintaining a monthly time period and interpolating the quarterly cash flow
data. The latter course has certain important advantages. As Mundlak,92
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among others, has shown, temporal aggregation not only lOSeS information

(thereby reducing the efficiency of our estimates) hut also san introduce bias

ito estimates of ag structures By using monthly ohcevatirrns these prob-
lems can be avoided. However, these advantages are bought at the l)oSsibe
cost of introducing some measurement error into our cash flow data.

Our decision was to develop interpolated estimates of monthly investible
funds data based upon a quarterly regression of investible funds Upon per-
sonal income, the level of the long-term rate of interest (Moody's Baa cor-
porate) arid the change in the long-term rate of interest.95 The coefficients

obtained were used with monthly observations on personal income and the
rate of interest to distribute the quarterly data on gross investible funds
across the three months in each quarter. To mininiize the risk of measure
ment error, we then formed a three-months moving average (denoted ) of
our interpolated F,, and fitted equations 121) and (22) with and without the
substitution of ! for F,. As noted above, we also checked out our equations
on a quarterly basis.

C,_7 is either a six or a twelve month average (excluding the current month) of the
past levels of C,. The purpose of this variable is to allow for the important in-
stitutional inf!exibilities and readjustment costs previously discussed. The
longer lagged average accomplishes this more effectively than would merely
using C,_,, and also minimizes the problem of inconsistent estimates which
would be raised by using the latter term in the presence of serially correlated
disturbances.

CR, is the expectation at time of the future rate of growth of F. It is measured
monthly by the exponentially smoothed rate of growth (a = 0.1) of 2(AV
- AVF_12)/IAVF + AVF,_,2) where AVF, is a seven-month centered average

ot F,. This exponential smoothing oi longeraverages allows the modest flex,-
bility in the context of essential long-run stability which would be expected a
priori in these estimates of the longer run average growth prospects of the
industry.

r as previously noted, are general symbols respectively for the expected future
and value of the "opportunity cost' rate as assessed at time t, and the ex ante
Ve variance of this assessment. It will be noted that in equations (21) and (22)

these variables occur simultaneously arid in ratio form in the cornrnitnient
premium ratio (t5 - r)/V, and there is no known theoretic?l derivation of
the best statistical procedures to use in this complex setting.94 Most previous
work on financial markets has ignored variances, although a few studies have
simply entered them as a separate variable in linear form. Although the latter
may be appropriate in the usual analyses of portfolios involving contem-
poraneous risks, the ratio form is required by the different structure of the
forward commitment problem, as shown above.

The procedure actually adopted was to follow the usual practice of estimat-
ing rr bya moving average or polynomial distributed lag on past values of the
relevant interest rate. For each such estimate of r, the corresponding estimate
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of the cx ante variance was obtained by exponentially smoothing the lagged
cx post error variance around the prior estimates of r. Specifically, we set

(23> = + (1-

nvestible with
pon per-

Baa cor- V,e = s(r1, - r,)2I1 2
efficients ,-1

eand the where r1 is the actual observation at time - I, and r1 is the predetermined

ea'1e- value of the expectation (using the chosen algorithm) which would have been

ted F) of held at the earlier time - 1. In particular, we ran regressions using three differ-

ithout t ent specifications of the unobservable expectation r (combined with its asso-

equations ciated V,) using equation (23): (a) we computed r as a 12 month moving
average of the lagged values of the Baa rate on marketable issues; (b) we corn-

th) f h
puted an autoregressive expectation r,, based on a third-degree polynomial

ortatn distributed lag using the past 15 monthly values of the Baa rate;9 and finally

ssed. The (c) we computed r, as a 12 month moving average of past values of the corn-

Id merely posite commitment rate r itself.

tes which The resulting equation estimates are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. We dis-

correlated play the parameter estimates when the commitment premium ratio is mea-
sured by (re, - r1)/V, since this specification produced somewhat higher sig-

measured
nificance levels than either (r, - rg)/V,g or (r - r)/V,e,, when used with any

of 2(AVF of the three measurements (rg, r1 or r) for the fourth term in the equation

d averag and either the twelve or six month lagged average of the prior C's. The ex-

dest Ilexi- pected positive signs on the commitment premium ratios were shown in each

xpected a case, and the differences in i-values were not large, but they were quite con-
cts of the sistent in direction. We regard this as evidence that the 'opportunity cost rate"

involved in assessments of the commitment premium ratio is primarily the cx-

cted future
pected future level of the commitment rate itself, rather than the expected

he ex ante level of the public-issue rate as hypothesized in the initial single-period version

and (221 of the underlying theoretical model. But as observed on pp. 621 622 above, this

mmitment reliance on expectations of the future commitment rate itself is to be expected
rivation of in the multi-period context of the forward commitment process, given the
St previous continuing high target ratio of cornniitment-type-assets to total assets
tudies have throughout the period.
h the latter Similarly, we display the results using autoregressive expectations of market
g contefli- rates r as the specification of the fourth term in the equation, rather than r,
ture of the or r. Although the sign on this term was consistently negative as expected on

each measurement, regardless of which commitment premium specification

of estimat- was used, and again the differences in i-values were not great, the differences

Icies of the were consistent in direction favoring r. This result was perhaps also to be cx-

g estimate pected, since in the derivation of the underlying model the coefficient on this
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TABLE 1 Regressions Explaining Ratios of New Commitment Votings to
Current Fund Flows January 1965--March 1976
Equation (21)

separate expected interest rate term is the covariance (or more precisely, the
regression coefficient) of prospective investible funds and interest rates. The
decisions of policyholders to take out or increase policy loans, and the deci-
sions of borrowers to prepay principal on outstanding mortgages and Securities
is clearly more closely related to public market rates than to the rates on new

acommitments as such.

In general, the regression results reported in Tables 1 and 2 support the infer-
eences of our theoretical analysis and the indications of actual company

practice obtained in our field investigations. All the variables in both sets of
equations have the expected signs, generally at acceptable levels of signifi-
cance, and the overall regressions in all cases pass very high tests of signifi-
cance. In Table 1, the dependent variable is either the ratio of current commit-
merits to the actual or normalized current flow of investible funds C/F or
C,/F,. (Incidentally, the mean of this variable over the eleven year period 1965
through early 1976 was 1 .003, which confirms again the predominant role of einvestments acquired through forward commitments in the investment rnposture of the life insurance industry.) Except in one case at the 10% level, the 1ucommitment premium terms (r, - r,)/V, are all significant at the 5% level or rebetter. We also note that, since the standard deviation of the time series of futhis ratio was as high as 23.9' a swing of two standard deviations in this serieswould induce an estimated change of between 5°/s and lO% in the ratio of cur- nererlt commitment votings to its current flows of investible funds, which seenis le

- rr 0.00188 0.001 5 0.00152 00010
(2.265) (1.673) (1.835) (1281

KN1/F, -0.0102
(-0.782)

-0.0173
(-1.519)

-0.0163
(-1,235

-0021
--1.834)

CR, 0.8242

(2.794)

--0.0738

0.4518
(1.519)

-0.0545

0.6401

(2.055

-0.0842

0.3692

(1209,

(-3.856) (- 3.108) (-4.158) - 26O
C,.., (12 mo.)IF, 0.2603

(1.700)
- 0.1746

(1.076)
C,,, (6 mo.)!F, - 0.4479

(3.504)
0,4209

2 96S
p -0.680 -0.624 -0.681 -0.626
R,,,, 0.365 0.419 0.337 0,386
DW 2.13 2.19 2.15 221
F(5/129( 16.376 20.327 14.619 17,854

Variable Monthly wth F, Monthly with F,
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TABLE 2 Regressions Explaining Dollar Volume of New Commitment

Votings January 1965-March 1976
- Equation (22)

0.0010

1.283)

0.0217

1.834)

0.3692

(1.209)

0.0604

3260,

0.4209
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Variable Monthly with F Monthly with F Quarterly

constant 101.28 74.148 19.208 29.561 -35.384 5.393

(0.603) - (0.104) (0.171) (-0.152) (0,028)

r1
1 0.00142 0.00123 0.001 35 0.00113 0.00265 0.00187

(1.653) (1.473) (1.632) (1.405) (2.448) (1.751)

-0.033 -0.0275 -0.0373 -0.0338 -0.0248 --0.0261

(-1.907) (-1.805) (-2.1 29) (-2.171) (-1.082) (-1.471)
CR F 0.909 0.443 0.544 0.206 0.71 05 0.3868

(2.920) (1.451) (1.481) (0.625) (1.536) (1.0537)

F -0.0359 -0.0379 -0.0614 -0.053 -0.0656 -0.0479
(-1.297) (-1.486) (-1.779) (-1.729) (-1.537) (-1.423)

F 0.836 0.875 1.3156 1.184 1.330 1.051

(2.147) (2.441) (2.535) (2.578) 2.046 (2.051)

C (12 mo.) 0.604 - 0.476 - 0.398 -
(3.516) (2.403) (1.584)

C (6 mo.) - 0.5877 - 0526 - 0.545

(4.241) (3.378) (3.143)

p -0.709 -0.671 -0.713 -0.677 -0.455 -0.274
R0,, 0.540 0.567 0.530 0.557 0.678 0.763

OW 2.16 2.25 2.19 2.28 2.04 2.06

F(6/128) 27.221 30.199 26.185 29.040 - -
F(6/38) - - - - 16.403 24.57

about right in the context of our detailed studies of individual companies re-
ported earlier, Similarly, the coefficient as an average over the period for the
expected market rate r comes through with the consistently strong negative
value at a high level of significance (a < .001) as expected. It will be recalled
that our field investigations found that even the companies which most
severely limited the direct response of their new commitments to expected in-
terest rate levels continued to be seriously concerned with the inverse impact
of prospective changes in rates on the flows of funds which they would have
available for investment later. This indirect response of their current commit-
ments to expected rates via expected future fund flows, as estimated in our
equations, involved a change of between 5% and 9% in the ratio of commit-
ments to current fund flows (C/iT) for every 10/0 change in their estimate of the
future interest rate.98 This strong effect, in turn, is broadly consistent with di-
rect estimates of the regression slopes of the monthly supply of investible
funds on interest rates.

In addition to these significant negative inverse shorter-run adjustments in
new commitment ratios in response to the effects of changes in the expected
levels of interest rates on the flows of investible funds over the following six or
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twelve months, the long lead times involved in several Important ategors offorward commitments require that current commitment ,lCtiViIv lc() reflcç
pectatioris of asset leveis much further in the future whir-h depend On trend.like assessments of the longer-term rates of growth in the flows of iflvestjblefunds. The variable CR measuring these latter effects also

appears with the ex-pected positive sign and generally good levels of significance. The
inflexibj;jtiesin the institutional framework are reflected in the positive effect of the laggedaverage rate of commitment activity, and when measured by a lagged six-months average, this effect is found to be highly significant in the

commitmentratios fitted to monthly data. Although the stock-adjustment" effect of thelagged stock of outstanding forward commitments K always has the ex-pected negative sign, this variable generally shows a lower level of
significancein the monthly equations of Table 1 where the dependent variable is the ratioof new conimitments to fund flows. This circumstance probably just reflectsthe fact that both the new commitment and outstanding stock

variables Coverall types of forward commitments, while it is well known that the companieshave substantial leeway in adjusting current Commitment activity to desiredlevels by entering into commitments (especially some conjorate loans andsecurities) with near-term take-down dates.
As noted earlier, most previous studies of the forward commitment activityof life insurance companies have not only ignored the potential effect of in-

terest rate expectations, but have relied on statistical estimates of the dollarvolume of new commitments using quarterl' data. The results obtained with
riour equations, fitted on both a monthly and a quarterly basis and using the dol-lar volume of new commitment activity C as the dependent variable, areshown in Table 2. It will be observed that our equation, fitted to quarterly data riin keeping with usual practice, explains as much as three-fourths of the van-

,ance of commitment activity over this turbulent eleven years. Moreover, in tefittings with both monthly and quarterly data, the constant term in the 'dolLrvolume" equations turns out to be essentially zero in all cases, providing im-
taportant confirmation of the essential homogeneIty of the equation and of the
haessential role played by the ratio of new commitments to flows of investiblefunds in the entire decision-making process. As expected, the current (or cur-rent average) flow of investible funds is a strong determinant of the current lvdollar volume of new commitments The role of institutional inflexibilitjes rep-resented by the lagged average level of commitment activity comes throughmore strongly in these

equations explaining the dollar volume of new commit-ments than it did in the
estimates based on the ratio form of the equation. renIn the context of some of the

principal concerns of the present study, it (orshould also be noted that the fitted coefficients of the commitment premium ti('ratio term is about the same in these "dollar"
equations as in the fittings in ratio staform, and that in spite of the collinearities introduced by entering as a product tiwith !, this term largely retains its levels of significance in the monthly fittings



and is quite significant on any usual standards in the qUarterly estimates. Al-
though the indirect interest expectation term and the expected growth rate
show tower levels of separate significance in the dollar volume equatJons-
doubtless because of the induced collinearity of GR F and r,, F,they re-
main useful variables in the equation. The lagged stock of commitments K1
shows up more strongly in the monthly equations in dollar form, hut with
quarterly data its significance level is lower probably because of the flexibility
over this interval in arranging 'short-term" commitments discussed earlier.

In sum, the results of these statistical analyses thus support the inferences of
our theoretical analyses and the patterns of behavior found in our field investi-
gations. Anyone of a Bayesian persuasion will of course form still stronger final
conclusions and judgments by combining the "preposteriors" based on this
prior work with the regression evidence just described.

EV] CONCLUSIONS

Mortgages, private placements and other corporate securities acquired
through forward commitments dominate the entire investment portfolios of
these major institutional investors. The time interval between the making of
the commitment and the actual investment of the funds ranges from a few
weeks to as much as three years or more, with large fractions of all commit-
ments outstanding for periods in excess ol six and twelve months. An essential
feature of these forward commitments is that the insurance company commits
itself to lend specified amounts at specified future dates at fixed contractual
rates (and other terms) determined when the commitment is made rather than
at the later date when the funds are actually paid out and invested. The rele-
vant opportunity cost of any forward commitment is not the market rate on
public investment at the time the commitment is made, but rather the uncer-
tain rate of return which, in the absence of the current commitment, could
have been realized on alternative investments made at the future time when
the current commitments will be taken down. Since life insurance companies
are risk-averse investors, their forward commitment votings would theoretical-
ly be expected under any given set of other conditions to vary inversely with
both this expected 'opportunity cost rate" itself and the degree of uncertainty
involved in their cx ante assessments of these future rates. Higher (lower) ex-
pected future market rates would also be expected to reduce (increase) cur-
rent corrimitment votings because of the well recognized and strong inverse
correlation between these rates and the flows of investible funds to the institu-
tions. Both our intensive field studies of several important companies and our
statistical analysis of aggregate industry data provide clear evidence supporting

these conclusions.
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Individual companies were not uniform in either the timing or iii the
extentof the adjustments of their forward Commitment positions On the basis of theirinterest rate expectations during the early years of higher and more volatile in.terest rates following 1965. But those which made the largest adjustm5 be-came increasingly aware of the substantial uncertainties unavoidably

involvedin forecasts of interest rate movements and of the institutional
COnstrdints andcosts involved in any such large changes in commitment activity, leading themto revert to more stable strategies in the later years of the period

Most corn.panics interviewed continued to make adjustments in their ratios of new com-mitments to current fund flows on the basis of their interest rate
expectationswithin policy limits of roughly 10% throughout the period studied and Ourstatistical analysis confirms this more limited adjustment on average across allcompanies in the industry and over the eleven years fitted in our regressj Inboth the field evidence and the statistical analysis, these adjustmen5 are sepa-rate from and in addition to the further indirect depressing effects of high iii.terest rates on commitment ratios by way of their negative association withfuture flows of investible funds.

These adjustments of the pace of forward commitment activity to interestrate expectations of course occur within the broader
context of the longerterm target portfolio distributions and expectations of future levels of totalassets. The former are shown to depend not only upon the relative expectedyields on different assets, but also upon the relative "duration" of their incomestreams because of the added risks involved in holding portfolios of assetswhose duration is less than that of the companies' liabilities The dollar volumeof new commitments depends essentially upon the expected future rate ofgrowth of investible funds, as well as on the size of the current flow, becauselarger expected growth rates imply the need for more assets of each type in

C
place in the future, other things eauaL nd wik ii IdU limes, more commit-ments will need to be made earlier. For any given target level of each asset tohold in the future, however, the need for curre,)t new commitments will van'inversely with the stock of commitments already Outstanding; but the internaland external inflexibilities of the institutional context and the economic costs

a
of changes in pace also make the desired level of new commitment activity anincreasing function of the lagged average pace of such commitment votings.The results of this study also add to our

understanding of the effects of atmonetary policy and inflation on the investnlent activity of these major institu- nttional investors, and of the channels and mechanisms through which these ef-fects are realized. Changes in moneta policy which raise interest rates will re-duce the concurrent flow of total new investment commitments being madeby life insurance
companies because the higher rates reduce the flows of in- novest ible funds Ivia the(B) items discussed on pp. 605_6o61, but the current in- th1vestment outlays for income property mortgages and other long lead time for- rniward commitments will be little affected for some time, Since these outlays are no
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primarily determined by the scheduled take-downs of commitments already
outstanding. The major effects on actual investment outlays into these chan-
nels will develop with a substantial lag.10° Higher interest rates reduce both the
current and expected future flows of investible funds which in turn directly re-
duce the current pace of new forward commitment votings, and these reduc-
tions are magnified both by the induced increase in the expected level of
future interest rates and in the current ex ante uncertainties regarding what
such future rates will in fact turn out to be. But these compounded reductions
in the pace of new forward commitment votings merely reduce the inputs into
the relatively large total stock of outstanding commitments whose take-down
schedules largely determine the current financial investments of the companies
in these important sectors of the capital markets. Changes in monetary policy
which ease interest rates correspondingly work themselves through the com-
mitment process with an extended distributed lag.

The results of this study also add to our understanding of the effects of infla-
tion and of inflationary expectations on the investment policies of these major
institutional investors. Investment officers of these life insurance companies
were well aware of the "Fisher effect" and of the negative impact of higher
rates induced by inflation on their current and prospective future flows of in-
vestible funds. They ha5ed their expectations of changes iii future interest rates
very largely on their judgments regarding probable changes in inflation rates

(and the effects such changes in rates of inflation wou!d have on Federal Re-
serve policy). Accelerating inflation and its associated higher levels of interest

rates also added to their uncertainties regarding further changes in rates.
Through all these channels our study shows that changes in current and ex-
pected future inflation rates have had a compounded effect on the forward
commitment positions of life insurance companies, both individually and ri the
aggregate, and that these impacts on commitment activity then induce a
whole sequence of later changes in actual commitment take-downs (i.e., in-
vestments for the balance sheet).

While we have thus found very strong and compounded impacts of inflation
and expectations of inflation on these major investment activities of the in-
surance companies, our work also indicates that fundamental modifications are

required in the prevalent views, dating from the interpretations of Irving Fisher
at the turn of the century, regarding the mechanism by which expectations of
inflation affect nominal interest rates. Both fisher and much current writing hy-
pothesize that market interest rates will rise in the face of expected inflation as

a result of both the increased demands of borrowers who can repay in funds of
reduced purchasing power, and because lenders are expected to require higher
nominal rates in order to protect the real returns on their investments, and
thereby the purchasing power of their capital. In contrast, these investment
managers without exception clearly recognized that their liabilities are de-

nominated in schedules of nominal dollars, and all our field work indicated that
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in making investment decisions to acquire assets to be held against such liahiL
ities their objective has been to maximize their nominal 'new money rates,' or
the rate-of-return-over-time in nominal dollars. We have indeed found that
they will vary their current pace of forward commitment votings in response to
changing expectations of future nominal commitment rates and nominal lurid
flows, and their uncertainties regarding these, but we found no evidence of
any withholding of funds until returns had risen enough to preserve Purchasing
power per Se. Increases in inflation serve to reduce the volume

of funds in-
surance companies have available for investment, but life insurance companies
continue to lend what funds they do have available in spite of any decline in
real purchasing power returns due to subsequent inflation. The prevalent view
that, in addition to having fewer funds to invest, the companies also Withhold
funds from lending in order to maintain their real return as such is contrary to
our evidence.101 They are simply risk averse maximizers of the 'nominal" re-
turns on their investment portfolios, given the opportunity set available tothem.

NOTES

Specdically, after data (or investments in separate accounts (tile lnsw'arice Fact Book1977, p. 87) arc deducted from the totals (p. 68), mortgages and corporate bonds have ac-countEyj for more than 80% of the sum of mortgages, corporate bonds common stock,government securities arid real estate held for investment purposesThe fraction of common sHxks in special accounts for
pension plans has been substantial-

ly higher, ranging from 72 to 87% of all such assets over the last decade. Ibid, p 87The companies in this sample were both large and active in private placements; the ratioswould be lower for the large majority 01 smaller companies4 Se Eli Shapiro and Charlmc R. 'Volf, The Role of Private Placements in Corporation FinanceHarvard Graduate School of Business Administration 1972), PP 54-56 and ALIA reportsIn ree5en years as new Issue rates fall and companies seek to restore a more normal bal-ance of short and long debt in their balance sheets, there is a surge of new public under-written issues. At such times, there is a decline in the fraction
of private placements to thetotal of public and private Corporate issues acquirr'd by life insurance companies For the28 large (ompanies, the ratio fell to 85% in 1958; unfortunat ely, this 28 company serieswas d;scounted in 1966.

S S W. Leigh Ribble, Jr.. The Portfolio &'hayior of U.S. Life lncora,wp Companies, unpub-l:shedphD thesis, M.I.T.. August, 1973, p.211 and AIIA reports tn the years 1973-75, theratio averaged betsvwn 85°. and 90%, but the ALIA notes that all the ratios may besomewhat overstated since some advance pledges to underwriters for public bond issuesmay be inclu&d in their commitment data.6 S George A. Bishop, Capital Formation Through Life' lncijrarice' A Stuth' of Crosstb ofLife Insurance Services and IrJvestmpnt Activij0c (Richard 0 Irwin 1976) pp 146-147 Federal Reserve Flow of Funds accouots show that life insur,snce (Ompanies acquired25%-40% of all
nonresidential commercial mortgages issued in most pOstssar years Thes'were similarly large suppliers of niultifamily

residential mortgages to each oi the years1948-52 and 1964_70,
Through 1972, life

insurance companic's continued to hold more
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omoiercial nlortgagr's than any other investor. [heir role of being the largest ho(der of
multitamilv mortgages has given way xe 1970 to the niore rapid growth of large savings
and loan associat;ons, but they remain the second largest investor in these mortgages.
In 1950. life insurance companies invested $2.4 billion in home mortgages, which was
nearly one-third of all net issues of such mortgages in that year and represented three-
fourths of their mortgage acquisitions of all types. But the favorable yivld spreads of the
early 1950's gradually deteriorated and during the late 1960's turned sharply negative 186
basis points lower than income property mortgages and 215 basis points lower than pri-
vate placements by 1970-71), with the result that insurance companies gradually with-
drew from this market, letting their new home mortgage investments fall short of amor-
tization and repayments in every year after 1966.
In addition to tEe studies noted in the text which deal specifically with the forward com-
mitment activity of life insurance companies, other important recent svomk has dealt with
the acquisitions of corporate securities (bonds and private placements) by life insurance
companies, and five other major sectors investing in this market, using a separate structtiral
cquaton for each sector. See Benjamin M. Friedman, "Financial Flow Variables and the
Short-run Determination of Long-terni Interest Rates,'' Journal of Political Economy, Aug.
1977, pp. 661 -689. Friedman's svork, like that reported here, finds that the adjustment of
investment positions is heavily dependent on current cash flosvsancl also that the ac-
quisitions of a particular type of asset (corporate bonds) depends heavily on relative yields
as would be expected. The latter effect is confirmed by other studies of commitment data
per xc (see footnote 18 below) -and is not additionaily tested in the present study.
George A. Bishop, The Response of Life Insurance Investments to Changes in Monetary
Policy, 1965-1970; tile Insurance Association of America, (Dec. 1971).
Joseph R. Bisignano, The Portfolio Behas'ior of Nonbank Financiai Institutions, unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford University (1971).
James [. Pesando, A Model of Life Insurance Company Portfolio Behas'mor. unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Toronto (1971).

op. cit.
Another recent study,]. David Cummins, An Econometric Morfel of the Life Insurance Sec-
tor of the U.S. Economy (Lexington Books, 1975( presents an analysis of the flows of in-
vestible funds and the acquisitions of different types of assets by life insurance companies
but does not separately examine the determinants of the volume of new forsvard commit-
ments as such.
Dwight M. Jaffee, "An Econometric Model of the Mortgage Market," Chapter 5, in Savings

Deposits, Mortgages and Housing; Studies for the Federal Reserve-MIT-Penn Economic
Model Ed, by Edw. M. Gramlich and Dwight M. Jaff cc. Lexington Books, t.exington, Mass.,
1972).

Pesando simply regresses nesv commitments on current cash flows, yield spreads and re-
payments.
Ribble, op. cit, extrapolates current estimates of growth in the floss's of ins'estibfe funds to
estimate the expected future size of the total desired portfolio of assets to be acquired
through comniitrnents; Jaflee, up. cit., simply multiplies current yield spreads by the cur-
rent level of insurance reserves and uses the current flow of mnvestib)e funds as an in-
dependent variable.
However, not all yield spreads have been found to be significant and have the expected
sign in all separate equatinn. The substitution between income properties and one-to-
four family mortgages has uniformly been found to be strongest and that with securities
and industrial private placements weakest. The frequent failure to find stronger effects for
the yield differential betsveen securities and the several categories of mortgage loans
probably reflects Ia) substantial multicollinearities in the data; (hi the fact that the avail-
able data do not distinguish between commitments for private placements with a relative-
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ly long period to takedosvn
and coriimitnients for industrial loans (and even uunders rjttc-uipuhlru ice uc1 h which the funds will be advanced within periods as short as one or twomonths (both are combined
in single series of yields and commitments for "secunlrrs"IId the fast that shorter-term secuntx's commitments are actively used to adjust overallcommitment positions to deseed levels; and finally, (nI the fact that the institutionalrigidities and costs ofchanging the pace of new commitment activity (cI. below, pages 619to 6201 are much

more severe for most types of
mortgage loans than even for longer-termprivate placements, while they are comparatively minor for "security"

commitments withrelatively early takedown dates.
1. Michael Fleuriet ("Public and Private Offerings of Public Debt: Changes in the YieldSpread," Bulletin 1975-1 New York University

Graduate School of Btirness Administration,Institute of Finance) in a still more recent study has
recognized the dependence of mm-nsitment yields on expected future interest rates and shown that the spreicls betweenquarterly expected forward rates and current public rates explain niuch of the Variation inspreads between current commitment rates on corporate private

placements and rates onnew public iSsues. Fleurict
also explained total insurance company commitments witha re-gression on current cash flows (4-), expected future rates I-) and current commitmentyield 1+). using quarterly data for 1960-1971 with all variables entered separately.l.asvrc'nce Jones' earlier seminal study (Investment Policies of Lift' lnsurarrce Companies,Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, 1968) also had undertaken to assessthe extent to which

insurance companies had acted on their expectations nf future interestrate movements, hut his statistical tests were inconclusive,
using monthly data for1953-59. In neither Fleurict's nor Jones' work was there a systematic development of theunderlying portfolio theory in a multiperiod

planning context. As shown below, such atheory requires a richer set of variables and a different form of
estimating equation thanused in these earlier studies.

20, John (intner. "tnterest Rate Expectations
and Optimal Forward

Commitments for Institu-tional Investors," Explorations in Economic
Research INBER), Fall, 1976, pp. 445-520A description of our field work and

detailed studies of individual companies is given onpage 622 below, The
insights obtained in these field investigations

are incorporated atvarious points in the text, especially in section II.James I. O'Eeary, 'Forward
Investment Comniitmentsof life Insurance Companies," in TheQuality arid Economic

5ignficancc of Anticipations Data, A Conference of theUniversities-National Bureau Committee for Economic
Research (Princeton, 1960), p. 325.This quotation is also used by George A. Bishop, op. cit.. pp. 30-31. Other useful descrip-tions of forward

commitment practices are found in Jones, op. cit.. pp. 19-24.The lender's obligation to provide the funds is legally binding.
Although the borrower's obligation to draw down the funds is not legally enforceable in many cases, there is a strongpresumption and moral obligation on the latter. American life Insurance Association

(ALIAI data show that cancellations have been only a small fraction of
outstanding com-mitments throughout

the Freniod since 1961.See Ribble, op cit., Chapter 5 for a detailed investigation of the time patterns of take-downs on various categories of commitments. Over 70% of home
mortgages commit-ments were taken down within six months and 92% within

one year. Only 55% of commit-
ments for securities and private placements were taken down within six months. and 23%
were still outstanding after two years. On income

properties, only 10% were drawn down
in less than six months and only 25%within a year and nearly 40% were taken dosvn after a
lapse of more than two years p. 124).
Indeed, risk-averse borrowers will always prefer to arrange for a substantial part of their
total anticipated

borrowing requirements through forward
commitments except when thecovaniance between profit rates and the open market borrowing rate is very high and/or



'rwr!tten
the (known) rate on forward commitments is very much higher than the expectedvalue of0 Or two
the luncertain) future open market borrowing rate. For proofs and formulas. see Lintner,
op. cit., p. 460.

overall 26. The avoidance of the underwriting and S.E.C-related additionalCosts of a public issue is oftitutional
course a feature of all private placements, but most private placements in practice invo!ve

ages 619 the forward commitment process. See Shapiro and Wolf, op. cit.
ger-term 27. See Lintr,er. op. cit., pp. 459-461, arid also Irwin David cane, 'Commercial Bank I.oan Corn-rflts with

mitments," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation (1974), Stanford University.
28. op. cit. pp. 22-24.

he Yield 29 This was almost universal practice before the emergence of the REITs around 1970. The
istration, latter as a competitive device about this time began to extend rapidly increasing volumes
of corn- of new construction loans without prior take-out commitments, but their subsequent bad
l)etween experience is well-known and the practice has been abandoned.
nation in 30. Op. cit., p. 326.
rates on 31. O'eary, op. cit., p. 325. Jones, op. cit., p. 328, later observed a few instances in which
vith a re- rates would be set at time of takedownt, but his field work as well as our own indicates
mitment such cases are the exception rather than general practice.
ly. 32. A known instead of an uncertain rate on forward commitments has an especially strong at-
rnpanies, traction for life Insurance companies because they have actuarially known liability struc-
to assess tuneswhich largely eliminates the prospect of positive covariance between liabilities

interest and asset returns which are important features of the situation of certain other intermedi-
'ala for aries.
nt of the 33. See l.intner, op. cit., pp.454-455, and 470-471.

such a 34. For instance, Jones, op. cit., p. 326; and Ribble, op. cit., pp. 39 and 226.
ion than
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35. When commitment rates in the private placement market over the twenty years
1951 -1 970 are compared with the yields on public issues of roughly comparable quality
(Aa-Baa on the Moody ratings), differentials in favor of forward commitment rates are
found to be almost consistently positive ranging between a lw of about 25 basis points
up to as much as roughly 125 basis points. Jones, op. cit., p. 327, and Shapiro and Wolf, op.
cit., pp.125-128.

However, these rate comparisons are based on the differences between average quar-
terly rate5 on public and private issues which in fact are made at different dates within the
quarter, which are heterogeneous in intrinsic quality and has'e often markedly different
non-interest rate terms, restrictions and provisions. Shapiro and Wolf (p. 128) also report
an alternative set of tabulations of the actual commitment rates on a series of 325 private
placements bought by the Pension Department of the Bankers Trust Company between
1956 and 1967, together with the estimated rates at which these specific issues with their
attendant provisions would have sold in the public market on the same daters(. The result-
ing "paired comparisons" still show differentials which are always positive, although some-
what smaller.

The next section analyzes the flows of investible funds for insurance companies. Although
the larger part of these flows is relatively stable, there is a strong negative covaniance with
changes in interest rates because of their effects on the volume of calls of outstanding
securities and full prepayrnents of mortgages and, most iniportantly, on the volume of
non-discretionary policy loans.

Notably, given the non-interest rate terms and conditions of the del)t instrument underly-
ing the forward commitments, the demands of borrowers for such forward credits ex-
pressed as a function of the commitment rate, and the uncertainty involved in theirassess-
ments of future interest rates and flows of investible funds. See I.intner. op. cit.,
pp. 450-451, and 456-466, esp. p. 462; and below pp. 609-612.

p
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This statenient follows froni tlic' (h)nhinance of bond rid it tigos in insurn5

( C(irn.pony portfolios and the s'ery large frac Lion of all these yes Linen I ,i rrp "d hr 55 a i,i for-ward cornmitnwnts, as noted in our introducrion
Item (Al) also includes receipts on annuity contracts.
This classification follows that used by George Bishop, Of) (it 5P p 12ff

41 These two sources (Al) arid )A21 together are usually combined under the rubric of "nrnIncrease in ledger assets:' Since 1965, these have represented
twotfiirdc or nio f thetotal of the (A) items, and from 43% to over 60% of all iflvestjhle' funds

(item D)While delinquencies and defaults introduce some uncertainty, the amounts
involved havebeen very small relative to the payments required by the outstanding

contract throughmost of the post-WW II period.
The sum of the A) items ranged from a low of 68% of item ID) in 1972 lsvhen

the algebraicsum of (W items was unusually large due to declining interest rates as explained
below) toa high of nearly 93% in both 1969 and 1970 lwhen (lie sum of (B) items involved a net out-flo' of $619 million and $679 mjllionj,

In both cases, the decline was only 0.3% of the total investible cash flow of the precedingyear.

Much of the greater growth irs (A) items n recent years has been due to the rapid though
somesvhat uneven) growth in the sales of annuity contracts
Most of the bonds bought in recent years will have prohibitions of call or reluncling for aperiod of live or ten years, but will be subject to call therealter... and the large volu,n. ofbonds bought earlier and still held are free of such restrictions

47 In recent years, (he companies have raised the specified loan rate on new policies usuallyto 8% if permitted by state law) in order to reduce the dependence of policy loans oncredit conditions. But these changes only affect new contracts Which are still only a smallfraction of all policies.

These changes are all stated for the industry as a whole; the fluctu.jtior1s in indisidual coni-panies were often much larger.

(,,Statsticat analyses of changes in policy loans are found in Francis II Schott, "Disinter-mediation Through Policy Foans at Fife Insurance
Companies," Journa/ of Finapr-p lune.1971, pp. 719-729; and Cumrriins op. cit., pp.84-88. Chapter 4 of the latter referencealso ovides a statistical analysis of the total exogenous flow of investihte funds to thecompanies.

This term for the combined flows has also recently been used by Rihhte, op cit, inkeepi, (with economists' standard terminology
See introduction to this paper

6(1
52 The very 5pecial case of the progressive liquidation of the cxc ess holdings of US Govern-ment securities accumulated during World War II has been examined in detail by Jonesop cit., Chapters III and IV. These holdings

were reduced rather rapicils' from $21 6 billion(449% of assets) to
$11.Obilhion 1161%) in 1951 just after the "air orcl" Thereafter thepace of sales was markedly slower but persistent on into the late l%O's The mniedutelsrelevant observation here is the relatively slow hut persistoot char,icbr of the removal ofthe portfolio imbalance after 1951

53. See below, p. 621 and esp. the footnote.54 Security sales incident to the normal rolt-oser of portfolio', had heen f'uuuatingmoderately around a quite stable level of abiiut $Oø millicsn per quarter, according toAUA reports. Following the peak of $1,200 million in 19662 such sales declined to rough-ly evjous levels, and then again rose sharply to nearly $800 million with the rcneoed"crunch" of 19682
6955. In fact, the volume of security sates was only about half

as large during 1974 as it had beenin 1973, Unfortunately
the available data do not distinguish between sales to iniprose
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i(' COrn-
quality or yield on existing portfolios and those executed to finance take-downs of for-

r of or wdrd (omrnitmsnts
56. The traditional aversion to borrowing for more than seasonal purposes has been but-

tressed since 1959 by a federal tax based on total assets as of December 31 which en-
courages repayment of all possible debt fore that date each year.

of net 57. See Lintner, Explorations. op. cit.
re of the Sf1. The concept of risk-aversion, of course, merely implies that (a) when given a choice be-

tween two investments (or investment positions) having the same risk, risk-averse in-
Ived have vestors will choose the one with the greater expected return, and that Ib) in choices in-

through volving the same expected returns, the alternative with the smaller relevant risk will be
pef erred.

algebraic 59, 5ee Lintner, Explorations, op. cit., p. 456.
herowl to 60. For instance, from forced sales of existing securities, or commercial banks borrowing, at
'5 net Out- yields (or costs) greater than the rate obtained on the forward commitments being drawn

down.
preceding 61. Alternatively, larger values of r, wil! be required to bring forth a given K relative to F,

especially as the ratio K/F becomes large.
ci though 62. See Lintr,er. Explorations, op. cit., pp. 463-466 and Appendix A.

63. Lint ncr, Explorations, op. cit., PP 469-487.
ding for a 64. When future interest rates are uncertain but F is known in advance, the /3r term does not
olurne of appear explicitly as a separate term in equation 151, but analysis of the new money rate cri-

terion when F is also uncertain and negatively correlated with'?'establishes that h!/3 in-
(usually creases with rand that hIa7 increases with /3. See ibid.

loans on 65. In practice, adjustments wiB be made in outstanding stocks to allow for the (generally
Iv a small small) fraction of outstanding commitments which can be expected to be cancelled be-

fore the scheduled take-down time. Such cancellations are allowed for in our econometric
dual corn- work as indicated on p. 525 below.

66. Life Insurance Companies as Financial Institutions (a monograph prepared for the Coni-
"Disinter- mission on Money and Credit prepared by the Fife Insurance Association of America; Pren-
nrc, June, bce Hall, 1965), Chapter 7, pp. 170-190. In this section, we also draw on our own field
reference work as well as "Insurance Companies," Chaptr Vt in Institutional Investor Study Report
sdc to the of the Securities and Exchange Commission, Volume 2, esp. PP. 665-687 and 771 -772;

and other references as cited.

in keeping 67. Our own field work confirms the central importance of these 'desired target asset distri-
butions" in more recent years. (italics added in cluotation from p. 177.)

68. The concept of duration was originally introduced by Frederick R. Macauley in Some

. Govern- Theoretical Problems Suggested by the Movements of Interest Rates, Boor! Yields and

by Jones, Stock Prices in the United States Since 1856 (National Bureau of Economic Research, New

1.6 billion York, 19381, arid was applied to the asset and liability portfolios of life insurance corn-

reafter the panics in Paul A. Samuelson, "The Effect of Interest Rate Increases on the Banking System."

rnediately American Economic Review, March 1945, pp. 16-27. further analysis of the concept is

ernoval of found in lohn I.intner, "Optimum or Maximum Corporate Growth Under Uncertainty" in
The Corporate Ec000m, Robin Marris and Adrian Wood (eds.), Harvard University Press,
Cambridge (1971), arid Lawrence Fisher and Roman F. Weil. "Coping With the Risk of in-

luctuating terest Rate Flortuatron: Returns to Bondholders From Naive and Optimal Strategies," Jour-

ording to nal of Business. October 1971, pp. 408-431, esp. 415 If., as well as Michael H. Hopewell

Ito rough- and George C. Kaufman, "Bond Price Volatility and Term to Maturity: A Generalized Re-

e ronewed specification," American Economic Review, September 1973, pp 749-75 3.
- 69. The companion theoretical paper ILintner. Explorations, op. cit.) showed that .ske;ness-

it had been considerations compound the effects of negative Cov,lriances on the appropriate level of
forward commitments relative to expe(ted flows of investible funds as the conrpanvu improve

Fortune
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Vance of take-downs. A very large fraction of all such mortgages which an he acquired
even within any two or three year period must already he covered by outstanding forward

commitments, and virtually all the funds allocated for such mortgages during the next six
or twelve months will have been already committed. In contrast, the commitment period
for some securities and for 1-4 family and farm and ranch mortgages is relatively short;
'only about one sixth or less of such mortgages which might be wanted over a two or three
year period will already be committed, and a substantial fraction of such estimated re-
quirements even over shorter intervals of three or four calendar quarters will have to in-
volve new forward commitments yet to be made,
Commitments for mortgages on income properties and some industrial private placements
involve take-down deferrals of three years or more. The planning horizon of H months or
quarters must be at least this long, because any new investments of such types needed to
achieve or maintain the desired proportions of future asset portfolios must be committed
this far ahead. Although forward commitments for other mortgages arid some industrial
loans and securities involve shorter take-down intervals, in practice the horizon relevant to
determining the pace of new commitments with these relatively shorter take-down
periods is substantially longer than their specific take-down periods because c)f the institu-
tional inflexibilities and costs of rapid changes in the pace of new commitment activity, as

described below. The principal exception involves quite short term commitments (two
months or lessl for corporate securities which are frequently used for residual adjustments
to short-run deviations in the flows of investible funds.

The department handling securities and shorter-term private placements generally has
much more flexibility than the others. In part. this reflects the relatively short commitment
period involved in most of these transactions which means that at any point in time the
ratio of its outstanding commitments to the authorized totals over any considerable
period will be relatively low. To some extent, it also probably reflects the fact that the per-
sonnel of securities departments are somewhat less specialized and the relations with in-
vestment bankers and other 'finders" and negotiating intermediaries are generally more
flexible than the relation with the external network providing mortgages.

Suppose, for instance, a shift were to occur in the re!ative availability of different types of
loans or a shift in their relative yields betsveen the early planning date and the planning
horizon. If companies were "fully committed" against expected flows ot exogenous funds,
companies would be unable to adjust their commitment budgets to take advantage of the
new developments; if one department had fully committed its funds, these could not be
"recaptured" to give to another. But with some margins of slack in the overall budgeted
authorizations made earlier, the adjustment to these newer opportunities can be made
much more easily.

However, penalty costs for shortfalls of investible funds below funds required to take
down maturing commitn'ients were also explicitly included probablistically in the analysis.
See p. 611 and footnote 62.
Specifically, in a more explicit notation, r represented the known rate at which commit-
ments could be made at time t for take-down at time 1 4- 1; now write this as r. r in the
earlier model represented the expectation of ? 1+1' and V, its variance. Assume that the al-
ternative use of the uncommitted part of F, instead of immediate long-term investment
at is a package of a temporary "warehouse" investment of the funds at a short-term
rate of ?I in effect to escrow" a new commitn-.ent made at time 4- 1 at a rate r11 for
take-down at a still later date. Now let rt,l represenf the "yield to maturity" of the
package combining and . Since the latter rates are both uncertain as of time r.

is also uncertain with the expected value and variance of and respec-

tively as assessed at time t. With this reinterpretation of variables, the derivation given
above on pp. 610-612 is otherwise unchanged and need not be repeated.
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83. Our field work cons is ted of 'i-dept Fr Inter view with sever,xl sen )r I lives truc'N if)1 nrc andmembers of the hnncn ('imr!l!RPes in tivr large usia ari
Which were amanghe top ten life nsura flee companies in the United States a nil ,u (i joted tor

over One thirdof the rrKkistry's total assets less extonsiv discussions
were ,lco held with sic

addjt05icompanies and with ten other individuals & Iocnlv faniiiiar with the industry
Fstencjsp col-lections of data on the investment Ojierations of each department in each "'mpari wereCciIeUlly analyzed along with internal investorent menioranri,i before the interview; jprocedure resulted in the development of hypotheses

and questions that were specific tothe company being studied and increased the productivity iii the subsequent
flteriè5.5by allowing us to examine specific portfolio changes that were made

at various times rieach company. At least three interviews were held in each cOnipanv
typically with senvirmembers of the nlcrrtgage department and the securities departniint the chief ecoflonjstor treasurer, and the chief investment officer. The decision to have several

flteivii5'5 withdifferently-situated officers within each (ompanc reflected our interest
in studying the in-vestment process at several levels in the organization and our uinc em that ny one in-dividrial might have an incrmplete and imperfect recollect ion of the acts arid events of theprior ten years. It also allowed careful discussron of spesifi( aspects of theoperation svith the individual with specific responsihilit' and ('Spertise As noted less ex-tensive discussions were also held in six additional onipan and with ten other

in-divirtuals 151Kb as investment hankers,
mortgage hankers, and trade

association ecofl1i-mists and executives) intimately familiar with the industry
84. With respect to each period, however, there was rather clear evidence that the mix of for-ward commitments svould be shifted toward investments offering relativr'ly higher returns,and some adjustments would be made to accommodate shifts

in the relative demands fordifferent types of funds by borrowers, taking due account of organizational
rigidities thatlimited the speed and extent of changes in new conlmitments esoecially in mortgages de-partnients.

85 If Jones' "fully invested" or "loaned up" oblective is
interpret&xi to mean that the Volumeof outstanding and newly

made commitments will be managed to "track" the volumes ofexpected ins'estible funds in luture periods more or less closely, then our field evidence onthe five companies studied in most depthax well
as our evidence on the larger numberIndivrdually studied in less depthare fully

consistent with this type of expectationa)11.loaned-up policy up to the mid- I 960's. See Jr>nes, op cit.
86 New coiirrnutrnent votirigs svere also reduced because

of the anticipated impact of ex-pected rising rates on their expected future flows of investihle funds, as discussed below87 In several companies, these tighter limits also reflected an increased concern over theircommitment position relative to that ot their competitors especially among companieswhose forward commitment ratios deviated
significantly from the industry average duringthe later 1960's and were wrong in their forecasts

This reflects a growing ass'areness of theimportance to each company
heavily involved in group insurance of its re/atiun per-formance among competing inStitutions as measured by their relative "new money rates"In more detail, one company had a policy limit of 10.. on tn h adljuctnients in its newcornm:tments ratio for expected changes in interest rates anrither 5°: another said theyhad to he no more than moderate";

another would adjust new securities commitmentsby 5-iQ°,, arid would adjust new mortgage commitnients by 10_is° lit 1elt rates weregoing to increase but would make no adtustment in mortgage ratios if it felt rates weregoing to fall; and the firkd
company would adjust

conrmitiTre,itc other than mortgages atmuch as 1 5° if a expected
interest rates to move as much ,is 1) basis pointsThis substitution is appropriate beth for the original

theoretical muriel and the alternatisesince the two models differ only in the identification of which opportunity cost rate is rele-vant to the commitment
decision
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From eq uat 01 (1 3) abi lye, it is lear that terms b o the relative (I uratu in of ('1(11 typo of
corn m!t merit do in pnmc i pit' belong in ea h (If a set uif ''pert foil) i)alafl 1' ('quit IOnS

undertaking to determine s ilnulta neously the ahsul ut e or relative volume n ditrerent (yb's
of new commitments being made. Given that the weighted average duration of whole life
liabilities exceeds the duration of long maturity puhix ly issued corpoiate bonds, as well as
that of emh of the maior types of uhligations ribtained via forward commitments, there
will he a positive premium on relative duration in eac h portfo!in equation. however, in our
present context the role of duration per xc is merely implicit: it justifies (see p. (116
above) our use of yields-to-maturity (rather than monthly or quarterly holding period
yields) in our equations, and it explains the preponderant position (If the assets which life
insurance Companies obtain through the forward commitment pror ess in their overall
portfolios of all assets.
We used AtlAs series for fourth grade (equivalent to Moody's Baa) security commitment
yields because security commitments are concentrated in this quality-rating. the nonresi-
rlential mortgage omrnitment yield series was obtained from the Capital Markets section
of the Federal Reserve Board and is based upon a study by Royal Shipp prior to mid-1965
and on AFIA surveys thereafter. 1970. (See Royal Shipp. "The Stw ture of the Mortgage
Market for lncom Property Mortgage Foans," in lack M. Guttentag and Phillip Cagan. eds.,
Essays on Interest Rates, Vol. 1, Naticnal Bureau of Iconomi Research, Columbia tJniver-
sity Press, New York, 1969, pp. 77-106.; All disaggregated volume data aie also Irons the

At IA.
Yair Mundlak, "Aggregation over lisie in Distributed Fag Models," International Ic oriomic
Res'iess', Vol.2. N. 2, May 1961, pp. 154-163.
Personal income is intrc)dluced to capture the income effect on the supply of savings
through policy reserves and insured pension fund reserves (excluding 'special accounts"
for uninsured plans). The level of the interest rate and its change arc introduced to capture
disintermediation through policy loans as svell as reduced prepayments of mortgages and

securities lie., (B2) and )B3) on p. 604).
One might at tirst think of deriving independent estimates of r' and of t'. In the context
of testing statistical hypotheses where the underlying assumptions for least squares esti-
mat ion are satisfied, such independence of means and variances is assured by these main-
tairxd assumptions. But the present situation is fundamentally different, since V;' is an ox
ante estimate of the error variance arising in past experience fiom rhe maintained use of
any algorithm generating past as welt as current expectations r'_ , given any sot of past

nuns ber', any slii ft ri t I x ( alcul at ion cif the o.r anti' mean r' svill nec c'ss,i rily change the
computed value of the ox ante variance, as shown by the formula in the test. The theoreti-
cal req ui rernent is thus ti den ye procedures fir I he opt inial cmi iilI aflei ill st inlatic)(m of a

variance and the nso,i n'v aria -a e ratio, ss'itli (a tb' impl cit var jars e i".t I lllatC in t lie do-
neminator the same as the separate though simul tanc'ous estimate and hi the I niplicit
est mate of he mean in t he numcrator ( OriSiSt('flt with the ,k (ilat ion of hi )th variance Os-

tirnates.

in its nosy Actually. in I heoretic at terms, the sit uation is still ui in' c omplicatc'd We nay observe

said they that (211 and 22) are essentially supply curves; if t boo' an- insid'mixl impte itly to hi' en-

omit mt'nts bedded in a sins ulta ni'ous pair (I) commit flout supply a rid donsa ru I equa ti iris win isv solu-

rates were t ion value tor the om mit merit rate is r, , then ç and d iur ' art' mit ixk 'penilont l' do-

rates were trihuted as required fcc consistent estimates iong 1)1 S. In pried pie. i. '' should he 0511-

cmrtgages as mated by an instrumental variable procedure using r''V,, together with all (ither right
Fiand side variables in (21) or (22(1, and some set of variables to n'fk'u nimivenlents in the

alternative other side of the market )stxh as expenditures on nonresidential strimu tori's. rosidi'ritial out-

rate is rele- lays, g.n.p., the federal deficit, the cumulative algebraic excess of non-tiuiancial corpora-
tions, net cash flrss's less investment outlays, anrl come other interest r,itt' series to repre-
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Sent opportunity costs to borrowers) as inctriimenic Rut the f:rs atag- (it th 2SUprocedure requires the estimates of r' and V' discussed above, and can Scarcely he e-pected to sort out which of alternative estimates of the latter are most appropriate Coimspondingly, any measurement errors in the latter variables will
ontamjnatp the t)rst

estimates (because r0/V, is a right-hand variable, apart from the fact that
any measurement error in enters rx)n-linearly). This first-stage contamination

in principle destroysthe consistency of the second-stage parameter estimates which is the object of thegame), as wellas further reducing their efficiency.
Also we observe that the values form a much smoother Series than any other interestrates used, which implies that the offending covariane between r,1 and is probably notlarge in the first place. In view of these considerations, we proceeded with OLS estimates.using estimates of rand V, as described in the text.

95. The sveights (before normalizing by their sum 1.33) were:

w1=.04 tt.07 W" 10 II,O8= .05 tv5 = .08 w8 = 11 w1 1 .18 Wt4 = 04Ic3 .06 ts'6 .09 it'9 = 12 vi2 .14 015 02

These weights are smoothed monthly interpolations of the quarterls' lag structure for expectationis of the future long bond rate, estimated by Friedman and Roey in equations en-plaining corporate bond investments by the life insurance industry. See
Benjamin F Fried-man and V. Vance Roley, "Investors' Portfolio Behavior

Under Alternative '\ltidels of tong-term Interest Rate Expectations: Unitary, Rational or Autoregrescis.e" [Harvard
Universitymimeo, (1977)].

%. In all cases, we report "one-tail" levels of significance since prior theory has establishedthe sign of each variable.

For comparisons, the mean of this series svas 802.
1 we use Ihe lagged average C1 !f term the reported

coefficients are raised to about 010,which would imply a still larger long-term adjustment to changes in espected interestrates.

Direct regressions of funds on interest ratcs indicate that after allowing for quadratic timetrends, a change of onpercent in the level of interest rates induced an average change of$210 million in the monthly flow of inveslible funds, which is about 16% of (he mean dowover the period. This frau ion, however,
svould be expec led to be somewhat higher thanthe adjusted long-term coeflicient of 0.10 shown from

equations 121) and 22) in the testbecause the latter is a net effeu after allowing fcr the impact of the other terms in thatequal ion.
100, Cash outlays for the take-doss'n of outstanding

commitniesnls for u'rtain corporate privateplacements and securities with a relatively short lr'acl-time ii) course respond moreFxomptly to changes in Interest rates during both tight and easy money periods.101 In a later independent study, using dat,i on security auiruisitu)ns rallier than forsx'ard com-mitment acOvity, Professor
Frierini,in has rea bed similar ronc lusiiins regarding the fishereffect premium See Benjamin \l F c srI man, ''Pr ic' I ii) Ut ian, Port )l ii ('U i)u and \ominalInterest Rates," I Iars,ird tile fir Ic 0111 imic Ry'ss'aryh

Discussion Paper #603, Feb1978.
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